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ABSTRACT

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF STUDENTS’ MASTERY IN THE
SIMPLE PAST TENSE BETWEEN THE STUDENTS WHO ARE
TAUGHT THROUGH EXPLICIT INSTRUCTION AND THOSE

THROUGH IMPLICIT INSTRUCTION AT SMPN 6 METRO

By

INTAN TRINE CHODIJA

The problem of this research was the students had low mastery in grammar
especially in the simple past tense at SMPN 6 Metro. Moreover, the
curriculum 2013 involved grammar teaching implicitly but the School-based
Curriculum applied grammar teaching explicitly. Actually, which one is the
best to improve students’ mastery in the simple past tense.

The aim of this study was to investigate whether there was a significant
increase in the students’ mastery of the simple past tense in experimental class
1 and 2. Besides that, the research tried to know whether there was a
statistically significant difference between the effect of explicit instruction
and implicit instruction on the students’ mastery in the simple past tense.
Furthermore, the researcher also tried to find out the constraints of teaching
and learning the simple past tense through explicit and implicit instruction.

This research investigated the students’ achievement in the simple past tense
as quantitative research and applied pretest posttest and true experimental
design. The qualitative research used interview to know students’ constraints
after being taught through explicit and implicit instruction. The results of the
grammar test on both classes were analysed using paired sample t-test and
independent group t-test. The interview data were analyzed descriptively.

Experimental class 1 and experimental class 2 increased their mastery in the
simple past tense. There was a significant increase in the students’ mastery of
the simple past tense after being taught through explicit instruction
(0.00<0.05) and implicit instruction (0.00<0.05). Then, there was a
statistically significant difference between the effect of explicit instruction
and implicit instruction on the students’ mastery in the simple past tense
(0.006 < 0.05). The constraints revealed such as, being difficult to understand
the questions or material, not knowing the meaning of the language, changing
the present to the past form, etc. The researcher suggests that explicit
instruction is needed to improve the students’ grammar ability.

Key words: simple past tense, explicit instruction, implicit instruction
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter provides the introduction to the research. There are five parts covered 

in this chapter: background of the problems, identification of the problems, 

limitation of the problems, formulation of the research questions, objectives of the 

research, significances of the research, and definition of terms. 

 

1.1 Background of the Problems 

 

The implementation of 2013 Curriculum at schools has been commenced in 

July 2013. However, many schools in Indonesia are still carrying out 

school-based curriculum or Kurikulum Tingkat Satuan Pendidikan (KTSP) 

regarding the unreadiness of applying the current curriculum. Moreover, 

Sulfasyah, Haig & Pugh (2015:55) state that student-centered learning 

formed the basis of the KTSP and teachers were encouraged to use a range 

of related learning processes. It is also considered simpler to be 

implemented. In Indonesia, English teaching aims at mastering four basic 

skills of language, which include listening, speaking, reading, and writing 

skills.  
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Based on KTSP, the students are expected to master those four skills in 

order to be able to use English communicatively. Furthermore, the aim of 

KTSP is not successfully achieved if the language teaching does not 

consider the language components such as grammatical structure, 

vocabulary, spelling, and pronunciation. Nunan (2003:154) defines 

grammar as a set of rules specifying the correct ordering of words at the 

sentence level. Grammar needs to be mastered by the students since it is the 

basic rule of language. In other words, grammar is a basic knowledge that 

provides the frames, rules, and patterns to construct good sentences. Nunan 

(2003:154) states that receivable and understandable sentences should be 

made by using and applying the rules of grammar. Thus, by mastering 

grammar, it enables students to communicate with one another clearly and 

effectively. Inappropriate grammar makes the sentences meaningless and 

unclear. As the result, the communication will be ineffective. Hence, 

grammar is important to be taught.  

 

Now, genre-based approach is applied in Indonesia Education System. Since 

junior high school, the students are introduced to some genres of texts such 

as description, recount, narrative, and news item. Lin (2006:226) in Genre 

Based Approach, teaching and learning focuses on the understanding and 

production of selected genres of texts. In this approach, they learn more 

about how English works in several text types which might be different in 

their grammatical features so that students can produce some texts to 

communicate certain purposes. They learn not only about macroskills, 

namely reading, listening, writing, and speaking, but also grammar because 
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the more effort to produce a good text. The simple past tense, as one 

essential part of verb tenses in grammar that must be taught in junior high 

school, might help students effectively in comprehending a text. It becomes 

a fundamental factor allowing them to produce a good text whether in 

written or oral form. Thus, mastering simple past tense plays a significant 

role though it is a part of microskills in genre-based approach.  

Today, to many teachers in Indonesia, teaching genre to their students is 

quite frightening. They focus more on teaching how to make written or oral 

texts and the function of the text related to daily life. In fact, they rarely ask 

them to understand the grammatical features needed in writing the text. 

Students did not aware the rule of tenses in the text that they learn. In other 

words, tenses are not taught explicitly but they are integrated with teaching 

many kinds of text. It might cause the students lack of grammar knowledge 

which can be seen from the accuracy of sentences they produce. Hence, they 

can not produce a good text.  

While some may underestimate the importance of grammar in the teaching 

practices; others put grammar in the forefront of the language teaching.  In 

practice, teachers keep their beliefs on the benefits of explicit grammar 

teaching as opposed to implicitness. Students also believe that in order to 

master a language, it is necessary to study grammar. Zeng (2004) as cited by 

Sopin (2015:69)found that learners valued grammatical instruction as a tool 

for communicating in an acceptable way, and especially for writing. 

Grammar knowledge can be helpful in producing accurate forms of 

language and acts in monitoring languge use. However, what is happening 
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now is that most students find that learning grammar is difficult and boring 

because when they learn grammar, they have to face many tenses and 

complicated rules.  

Based on the preliminary observation held in SMPN 6 Metro, the students 

still faced difficulties in learning the simple past tense whether in writing 

text or sentences. When they were asked to change verbs or to be from the 

simple present tense to the simple past tense in some recount texts, they still 

did many errors. Most students change them to incorrect forms, for example 

they mostly changed from simple present tense to present continuous tense. 

It indicates that they are still lack of grammatical knowledge, such the use 

of verb and to be. In fact, some teachers also still use monotonous way in 

teaching and they are seldom to practice tenses. Moreover, listening to the 

teacher‟s explanations and doing exercises make the students get bored and 

lost of concentration. Teacher should teach grammar effectively even in 

limited time. Even though teaching tenses is implicit or through the text, the 

teacher should not focus only on producing the text without emphasizing the 

tenses. 

Considering the condition that the students in SMPN 6 Metro were still low 

of grammar mastery particularly in simple past tense and current curriculum 

demands to teach grammar implicitly, the present study aims  to provide 

teaching model for the teachers in teaching grammar through explicit and 

implicit instruction. Thus, the difference of students‟ mastery in the simple 

past tense is revealed after being taught through explicit instruction by using 

grammar translation method and implicit instruction by using task based 
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language teaching. This research also tries to provide information about 

teaching model which is more suitable to improve students‟ mastery in the 

simple past tense especially for young learners and to contribute to the 

related literature by investigating the constraints of learners in learning 

grammar through implicit and explicit instruction as the consideration for 

current curriculum.  

1.2 Identification of the Problems 

Based on the background of the problem above, there are many reasons why 

students‟ mastery in simple past tense is still low. The teacher also still uses 

uninteresting ways of teaching so that the students do not keep much 

attention to the lesson and become more passive. Thus, the teacher should 

choose the suitable way of teaching to make students more attracted and 

effective in comprehending the lesson. English in junior high school 

emphasizes text so that students pay less attention to the rules or the patterns 

of the target language used by the text. As the result, they do not know 

about their motivation in learning grammar. They also have less 

comprehension of how a kind of texts might be written with grammatical 

features. Limited time for English subject makes the teacher give little 

explanation and little exposure to past tense. In brief, the problem that 

students have in learning the simple past tense are: 

1. Monotonous way of teaching  

2. Response that studying simple past tense is difficult 

3. Unenjoyable process in teaching learning the simple past tense 

4. Lack of practice 
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5. Lack of teaching grammar 

6. Limited time 

7. Limited media 

 

1.3    Limitation of the Problems 

 

This researcher limits the problems as follows: 

1. Monotonous way of teaching. The way of teaching is a crucial factor in 

the success of teaching learning process. It determines the 

accomplishment of the goal in learning grammar. It is important to teach 

in interesting ways and to avoid boredom.  Therefore, this research 

provides teaching models through explicit and implicit instruction and 

hopefully can help teachers to increase students‟ mastery in simple past 

tense. 

2. Response that studying the simple past tense is difficult. Students‟ 

response also can support or hinder teaching and learning process. 

Negative response will demotivate students to learn but positive response 

will support students to study more. Likewise, this study is focused on 

students‟ response towards learning the simple past tense after being 

taught through implicit and explicit instruction. In this research, the 

constraints in learning simple past tense through explicit and implicit 

instruction are investigated. 
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1.4 Formulation of the Research Questions 

 This study attempts to answer the following questions: 

1. Is there any increase in the students‟ mastery of the simple past tense 

after being taught through explicit instruction? 

2. Is there any increase in the students‟ mastery of the simple past tense 

after being taught through implicit instruction? 

3. Is there any statistically significant difference between the effect of 

explicit and implicit instructions on the students‟ mastery in the simple 

past tense? 

4. What are the constraints of teaching and learning the simple past tense 

through explicit and implicit instruction? 

 

1.5    Objectives of the Research 

 

1. To investigate whether there is an increase in the students‟ mastery of the 

simple past tense after being taught through explicit instruction? 

2. To investigate whether there is an increase in the students‟ mastery of the 

simple past tense after being taught through implicit instruction? 

3. To investigate whether there is a statistically significant difference 

between the effect of explicit instruction and implicit instruction on the 

students‟ mastery in the simple past tense. 

4. To find out the constraints of teaching and learning the simple past tense 

through explicit and implicit instruction. 
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1.6    The Significance of the Research 

 

1. Theoretically, the results of this research are expected to clarify and 

develop the existing theories about implicit and explicit instruction in 

improving students‟ mastery in grammar. 

2. Practically, this findings are hoped to provide information and 

empirical evidence for some parties: 

a. English teachers 

The results of this research hopefully can be used as reference and 

consideration for English teacher to implement implicit and 

explicit instruction in improving students‟ mastery in grammar. 

b. The researcher 

This study can be used for the researcher to learn more about 

implicit and explicit instruction and their effects to the 

students. Moreover, the researcher can design grammar 

instructions that are suitable for the students in each level. 

c. The students 

The result of this study can help the students to learn English 

grammar effectively especially in past tense. 

d. Other researchers 

For other researchers, this study can be the reference to do the 

research related to implicit and explicit instruction. It can be 

the consideration for curriculum maker to include these 

instructions for the development of English teaching and 

learning. 
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1.7    Definition of Terms 

 

1. Azar (2003:25) defines simple past tense is used to talk about activities 

or  situations that began and ended in the past. 

2. According to Ellis (2009:17), explicit instruction requires learners to 

develop metalinguistic knowledge of the rule “by providing them with a 

grammatical description of the rule or assisting them to discover the rule 

for themselves from the data provided”. 

3. Scott (1990:779) as cited by Basoz (2014:378) states that an implicit 

instruction suggests that students should be exposed to grammatical 

structures in a meaningful and comprehensible context in order that they 

acquire, as naturally as possible, the grammar of the target language.  

4. VanPatten (1990) as cited by Long and Doughty (2009:524) argues that 

the problem (constraint) is that L2 learners have difficulty in attending 

simultaneously to meaning and form. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

This chapter deals with review on literature related to the area being searched in 

this study. There are two sections in this chapter:  Review of Previous Research 

and Review of Related Literature.  

2.1  Review of Related Research 

 

A number of studies have investigated implicit instruction and explicit 

instruction. Eliasi, Salehi, and Borji (2013:476) presented an empirical 

research study that examined EFL learners‟ awareness of grammatical 

structures of past tenses when they spoke spontaneously in group work tasks. 

In this study, 5 intermediate EFL learners of English were audio-recorded 

while working on a small group work task. The past tense structures used 

correctly by the individual participants were assigned and the participants 

who produced them were later interviewed in a separate test session. The task 

in the test session required the participants to explain the rules underlying the 

tenses assigned for them. The results of the test revealed that in most cases, 

the participants had an explicit knowledge and high awareness of the rules 

underlying the correct tenses used. The result of the study indicates that there 

were few grammatical structures that learners knew implicitly and didn‟t have 

any awareness of their rules. For EFL teachers, the study offers that providing 
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learners with explicit grammar rules can contribute to successful foreign 

language learning.   

 

The recommendation based on the results of the study is that EFL teachers 

should devote some classroom time to teaching grammar explicitly while 

using other strategies aside because the result of this study does not aim at 

rejecting other ways of grammar instruction. So that, this study uses either 

explicit or implicit instruction to teach simple past tense since they are both 

important ways of teaching. 

 

Soleimani, Jahangiri, and Gohar (2015:257) examined the effect of explicit 

and implicit instruction on second language learners' implicit knowledge of 

English simple past tense. Fifty-nine intermediate Persian learners of English 

took part in this study receiving either explicit or implicit instruction about 

the grammatical feature at classroom setting. Their ability to use the structure 

was measured at three times through a timed grammaticality judgment task 

and an elicited oral imitation task. The data were analyzed using ANOVA. 

Results showed explicit and implicit instruction promoted the use of the 

target structures in both timed grammaticality judgment task and elicited oral 

imitation task equally effectively. Findings of this study do not support 

superiority of explicit instruction over implicit instruction in promoting 

second language implicit knowledge. Although this study showed no 

difference between EI and II, one needs to be cautious in interpretation of the 

result since many factors may affect the outcome including type of linguistic 

feature, type of tests used, age, proficiency level, setting, amount of 
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instruction, native language etc. However as it was mentioned earlier, more 

study is required to decide on the superiority of EI over II. Thus this study 

compared the effect of explicit and implicit instruction in mastering simple 

past tense. 

 

Nahavandi & Mukundan (2013:92) investigated the impact of textual input 

enhancement and explicit rule presentation on 93 Iranian EFL learners‟ intake 

of simple past tense. Three intact general English classes in Tabriz Azad 

University were randomly assigned to: 1) a control group; 2) a TIE group; 

and 3) a TIE plus explicit rule presentation group. All participants were given 

3 reading texts and comprehension questions to complete. For participants in 

groups 2 and 3 the input was textually enhanced through bolding. Participants 

in group 3 in addition had explicit rule presentation of simple past tense. 

Intake of simple past tense was measured through performance on a Multiple-

Choice Recognition Tests. The results showed that there was a significant 

difference among pretest, first posttest and delayed posttest. Posttest 1 was 

significantly higher than posttest 2.  

 

Furthermore, TE+ rule presentation group significantly outperformed the 

control group in both posttest1 and posttest 2. Based on the results of the 

study, some pedagogical implications can be made. First, if effects of TE + 

rule presentation are found to be confirmed in future research, language 

instructors might feel more justified while using TE+ explicit instruction to 

target moderately difficult linguistic patterns when the instruction per se does 

not lead to immediate acquisition. Taking into consideration the grammar 
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pedagogy, the present study may offer some evidence that TE can be an 

effective focus-on-form technique, at least for the English simple past tense 

and the EFL population investigated. The results can provide further insight 

into how learners utilize attentional resources when they are faced with 

textual input enhancement as a type of focus-on-form instructional 

intervention. At the same time, the study also shows that additional or 

alternative instruction TE+ rule presentation is more beneficial in triggering 

learners‟ intake of the target form and thus the findings bolster a 

recommendation for some combination of explicit instruction plus textual 

enhancement. In this study, grammar translation method (GTM) was applied 

in explicit instruction and task based language teaching (TBLT) in implicit 

instruction. 

 

Basoz (2014) investigated how prospective English language teachers 

perceive and practise grammar teaching. The purpose of the study is to probe 

the general perceptions of Turkish prospective teachers of English about 

grammar and their preferences for the type of grammar instruction (i.e., 

implicit or explicit). The participants of the study included 86 pre-service 

EFL  teachers studying in the English Language Teaching Department of 

Balikesir University. They have enrolled in the course Teaching Practise in 

the spring semester of 2013-2014 academic year. In this descriptive study 

which employs a quantitative research design, a four-point Likert-type 

questionnaire adapted from a previous study is used for data collection. The 

findings of the study show that the majority of prospective English teachers 

regard grammatical knowledge as important and useful especially for 
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fostering students' English writing and reading abilities. With regard to the 

type of grammar instruction, they seem to favor the implicit instruction over 

the explicit one. Hence, it can be suggested that language teaching should 

center on authentic and real-life oriented tasks rather than superficial 

practices that are consciously designed with the aim of teaching grammar. 

Thus, this study used task based language teaching in the class of implicit 

instruction. 

 

Nazari (2012:156) investigated the effects of implicit and explicit language 

instruction on students' ability to learn grammar and use it appropriately in 

their writing. To this purpose, two intact classes of 30 adult learners were 

chosen for teaching the targeted structure (present perfect) through different 

methods of instruction. The results indicated the outperformance of the 

participants in the explicit group over the performance of the participants in 

the implicit group in both productive and receptive modes. The findings 

support the arguments regarding the importance of metalinguistic awareness 

in language learning. Generally speaking, when learners are informed of the 

grammatical rules, they feel more comfortable, self-confident and motivated 

in the classroom. Thus, it would be wise for educators, material developers 

and course book designers to pay attention to this fact and take cautious 

measures in planning grammar teaching strategies. As a result, this study 

provided teaching model or lesson plan of explicit and implicit instruction as 

a consideration for curriculum makers. 
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Nazari (2014:121) explored the Iranian EFL learners' ability to gain 

grammatical accuracy in their writing by noticing and correcting their own 

grammatical errors. Recent literature in language acquisition has emphasized 

the role of implicit tasks in encouraging learners to develop autonomous 

language learning habits, so it is important to consider tasks, particularly 

implicit tasks, as an important part of language teaching. In this study 60 EFL 

students from two elementary English classes were chosen. The students of 

one class were engaged in an implicit task in which they compared the use of 

grammar in their own writing to the use of that grammar in a written text by a 

native speaker, and the other class received no such treatment.  The results 

indicated that the subjects who had received the treatment performed much 

better on the post-test. The outcome of the delayed post-test also confirmed 

the superior performance of the learners in the experimental group showing 

that they had internalized the targeted structure. Thus such tasks are 

beneficial in terms of allowing learners to autonomously make improvements 

in terms of grammatical accuracy in their writings. In some contexts teachers 

need to be more involved in the process of language teaching, and in some 

other contexts, learners should be given more freedom to act autonomously. 

These important decisions must be finally made by teachers. 

 

These previous studies indicate that there have not been any studies which 

attempt  to see the four aspects of explicit instruction, Grammar Translation 

Method (GTM),  implicit instruction, and Task Based Language Teaching 

(TBLT). Explicit instruction emphasizes rule explanation or grammatical 

practices while implicit instruction is focused on task providing 
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meaningfulcontext in the form of recount. These instructions are integrated 

with recount teaching for Junior High School.  Eventually, this study attempts 

to provide teaching model to help teacher to produce a good text so as they 

can communicate well. 

 

2.2   Review of Related Literature 

2.2.1 The Nature of Grammar 

Generally, the term of grammar is usually identical with rules or 

patterns. Grammar  deals with tenses, auxiliaries, adverbs, adjectives, 

and other grammatical terms as the structure of the sentence pattern of 

the language. Moreover, Wang (2010:78) stated that “grammar as a set 

of rules for choosing words and putting words together to make senses, 

plays a significance role in language teaching”. In other words, 

grammar is a basic guidance for the learners which is used to make 

proper sentences.  

Hewings and Hewings (2005:1) in other perspectives say that it refers 

to the way in which words are organized in a language in order to form 

correct sentences. It goes on the smallest level of the language like 

sound to the complex one i.e. sentence. It describe and analyse the way 

that words are put together within sentences and how the language is 

organized within sentences. The organized words then should be put 

with correct and appropriate rules (Knapp and Watkins, 2005: 32-33). 
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Larsen-Freeman (2003) as cited by Herlina (2010:13-14) proposed 

some statements of the nature of grammar as follows: 

1) Grammar has to do with accuracy. 

Grammar accuracy involves the accuracy of form and that of 

meaning. Larsen-Freeman (2003: 14) say, “Grammar is not simply 

about form; it is about meaning as well. It is not incorrect, but it is 

insufficient to say that grammar has to do with accuracy of form; it 

relates to meaningfulness and appropriateness as well.” For 

instance, when a student produces the sentence The day is shiny, 

while its intended meaning is The day was shiny, he creates a 

correct form of sentence but he fails to convey his intended 

meaning. 

2) Grammar has to do with rules and reasons. 

Rules serve the generalization about the form of language. 

However, rules have exceptions. Knowing the existence of 

exceptions in grammar learning, Larsen-Freeman prefer to think of 

teaching rules and reasons. By teaching reason, a teacher helps the 

students to realize the underlying logic to the language they are 

learning. Setting up situations where the meaning and the use of 

these forms is transparent, is clear to learners for example a verb 

like weigh. You can't say 'I am weighing a hundred pounds,' but 

you can say 'I am weighing the meat at the scale' because it's an 
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action as opposed to a state. The context the sentences is used 

shoud be appropriate. 

3) Grammar is non-arbitrary. 

Grammar seems arbitrary since the same rules of form may 

produce different meanings. For instance, the existential there 

which fills the subject position in the sentence There is the 

snowstorm coming. When someone says There is the snowstorm, 

he might be warning listener of the snowstorm. By giving stress in 

the word there, it is a locative adverbial there. However, Larsen- 

Freeman (2003: 16) believe that “once a form has been settled upon 

to convey a particular meaning, then arbitrariness is less of an 

issue. 

Moreover, it can be assumed that grammar includes many components 

that should be considered. It is a narrow perspective if grammar is just a 

rule.  The successfull language learning should support these aspects. 

Grammar is not only about a theory but also an experience that is 

beneficial for communication. 

Subsequently, grammar may be roughly defined as the way a language 

manipulates and combines words (or bits of words) so as to express 

certain kinds of meaning, some of which cannot be conveyed 

adequately by vocabulary alone. These include the way ideas are 
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grouped and related, and the purposes of utterances (statement, 

question, request, etc).  

According to Scrivener as cited by Povjakalová (2012: 23), “grammar 

is not just a dry list of facts and rules. It is in our heads and it is a living 

resource that gives us the ability to communicate our ideas and feelings 

and to understand what other people say or write to us.” In brief, human 

has a natural ability to use grammar to communicate each other. 

Furthermore, Summer (2011) as cited by Askeland (2013:14) says that 

this definition implies that “we are moving towards a perception of a 

meaning-oriented concept of pedagogical grammar that considers rules 

as an aid to expressing meaningful language”. Where linguistic 

grammar is concerned with what grammar is and how it works, 

pedagogical grammar is more specifically concerned with how 

grammar is described for learning purposes and how it should be taught 

in the EFL classroom.  Altogehter, pedagogical grammar is grammar 

developed for learners of a foreign language. According to Byram 

(2000:459) the main issues discussed in pedagogical grammar are:  

a. the aims of grammar teaching (knowing about grammar or using 

grammar; manipulating sentences or free production) 

b. the categorisation of grammar (form, meaning, use) into units which 

will form a syllabus or teaching objectives 

c. the extent to which grammar should be dealt with separately from 

other aspects of language 
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d. the use of rules, in particular in how far a conscious focus on 

grammar rules assists acquisition 

e. the type of grammatical exercises and activities and tasks which will 

lead to automatization 

Regarding this issue, teaching grammar should consider them to the 

success of teaching learning process. The aim of grammar teaching 

is not only to know the basic rule but also to use grammar in real 

life. Thus, the researcher attempts to cover these issues by applying 

two instructions since the basic principle of explicit teaching in line 

with learning and implicit teaching in line with acquisition. 

Based on the definitions proposed by some experts above, grammar 

is a tool for creating a meaningful unit derived from combination of 

words. A successful language learner is one who is able to produce a 

correct form of language with its intended meaning, and to deliver a 

language form for an appropriate purpose. Once a learner has 

mastered a target language, he is capable of communicating it 

accurately. 

2.2.2 Grammatical Terms 

According to Ur (2009:79), grammatical terms includes sentence, 

clause, phrase, word, and morpheme. The sentence usually consits of  

subject, verb and object, which may be combined into a basic pattern. 
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Different parts of the sentence may be realized by various kinds of 

words (or phrases): these are called parts of speech. 

Ur (2009:79) describes units of language as follows: 

1) The sentence is a set of words standing on their own as a sense 

unit, its conclusion marked by a full stop or equivalent (question 

mark, exclamation mark). In many languages sentences begin 

with a capital letter, and include a verb.  

2) The clause is a kind of mini-sentence: a set of words which make a 

sense unit, but may not be concluded by a full stop. A sentence 

may have two or more clauses (She left because it was late and 

she was tired.) or only one (she was tired.). 

3) The phrase is a shorter unit within the clause, of one or more 

words, but fulfilling the same sort of function as a single word. A 

verb phrase, for example, functions the same way as a single-

word verb, a noun phrase like a one-word noun or pronoun: was 

going, a long table. 

4) The word is the minimum normally separable form: in writing, it 

appears as a stretch of letters with a space either side. 

5) The morpheme is a bit of a word which can be perceived as a 

distinct component: within the word passed, for example, are the 

two morphemes pass, and -ed. A word may consist of a single 

morpheme (hook). 
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Parts of the Sentence 

We may also analyse the sentence according to the relationships 

between its component phrases: these are called parts of the sentence. 

The most common parts of the sentence are subject, verb and object, 

which may be combined into a basic pattern like 1 saw the man: 1 

being the subject, saw the verb and the man the object. The object 

may be direct or indirect; thus in I sent him a letter, him is the indirect 

object, a letter the direct. 

The complement looks like an object, except that it refers to the same 

thing as the subject; so that it would come after verbs like he, 

become, seem; in the sentence She is a good doctor., the phrase a 

good doctor is the complement. 

Finally there is the adverbial: another word or phrase which adds 

further information: words or phrases like yesterday, at home, on his 

own. 

Parts of Speech 

Different parts of the sentence may be realized by various kinds of 

words (or phrases): these are called parts of speech. 

Nouns are traditionally characterized as naming a „person, place or 

thing‟; but in fact they may refer to activities or events (conversation, 

battle), abstracts (beauty, theory) and various other kinds of things. 

They usually function, as do pronouns, as the subject, object or 
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complement of a verb, or follow prepositions. They may be preceded 

by determiners (the, some, for example or by adjectives, and may 

take the plural -s. 

Most nouns are „common‟ (finger, meeting); „proper‟ nouns (Queen 

Victoria, Syria) signify the name of a specific person, place, event, 

etc., and are written in English with a capital letter. Another useful 

distinction is between „countable‟ nouns (items which can be counted 

and may appear in the plural: horse, cup, for example) and „non -

countable‟ or „mass‟ nouns (certain uncountable substances or 

abstracts: coffee, dust, wisdom). 

Verbs are often called words of „doing‟ (swim, sit), but they may also 

indicate a state of „being‟, „feeling‟, „being in relationship to‟ 

(remain, regret, precede). Verbs can be used in different tenses, and in 

active and passive voices.  

It is useful to distinguish between transitive verbs (those that take a 

direcr object: hit, feed) and intransitive ones (those that do not: laugh,  

This study discussed one acpect of verb, that is verb tenses or tenses. 

Verbal tense, according to Comrie (1985) as cited by Binnick 

(2012:30), defined as the “grammaticalization of location in time,” 

commonly serves in natural language to anchor the situation 

described by the sentence to the time axis. Hence, tense used for the 

past is different with tense used in the present and future. According 

to Hall and Azar (2010:1), verb tenses have twelve types and this 
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study is focused on simple past tense.  This kind of tense is used to 

talk about activity in the past and it mostly used in Junior High 

School. Without mastering simple past tense, the learners can not 

communicate or talk about their past activity correctly and 

meaningfully. 

2.2.3 The Significance of Grammar 

Richards and Renandya (2002:145) point out that grammar learning is 

too important to be ignored, and without a good knowledge of 

grammar, students‟ language development will be severely 

constrained. One of the reason is that it promotes comprehensibility. 

When students read or listen to English texts, they can comprehend 

more if they have enough grammar knowledge, such as parts of 

speech, tenses, and conjunctions. 

Grammar helps students achieve their communication purpose 

through a better writing and speaking. It is supported by Knapp and 

Watkins (2005:39) who suggest teachers to use grammar as a 

productive potentionality, a technology useful in its role of helping to 

make the process of writing conscious for students. 

In short, grammar learning brings several advantages for junior high 

school students either in understanding or producing texts. With 

understanding grammatical texts they can communicate their various 

meaning accurately, appropriately, acceptably, and meaningfully. 
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2.2.4 Teaching Grammar in Junior High School 

In curriculum KTSP, standard competent number 6 is expressing 

meaning in functional written text and simple essay in the form of 

descriptive and recount to interact with their surroundings. It involves 

writing skill and also grammar (simple past tense). Grammar helps 

writing process because it allows students them to produce good texts 

whether in written or oral forms.    

Junior high school students in grade XIII are taught descriptive, 

recount, procedure, and narrative text. Thus the grammar that is taught 

is different based on text itself. Descriptive and procedure use present 

tense then recount and narrative use past tense.  

a) Grammatical Tenses  

According to Dykes (2007:44), the term tenses is derived from 

the Latin word ‘tempus’ which means time. In English, the 

teachers/learners use tense as a method  to indicate time. Tense is 

a part of grammar and it is a system which is used to refer time; 

past, present, and future. Comrie (1985) as cited by Binnick 

(2012:34), states that verbal tense, defined as the 

“grammaticalization of location in time,” commonly serves in 

natural language to anchor the situation described by the sentence 

to the time axis. It indicates that any of the forms of a verb, may 

be used to indicate the time of action.  
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The most common interpretation of tense is semantic interpretation 

and the other is based on the verb form itself. On the basis of 

semantic interpretation, most grammarians present three tense 

system: present, past, and future. Each of them express time in 

relation to a particular point in the present, past and future 

respectively. These different tenses are signaled by verb ending or 

by their auxiliary verb. 

1) Simple Past Tense 

According to Weiner (1990) as cited by Hartanta (2014:19), 

the simple past tense describes an action or situation that began 

and ended in the past. Simple past tense is classified into types 

which are the simple tense in regular verb and the one in 

irregular verb. Azar (2003:25-26) defines simple past tense as 

follows: 

Table 1. Definition or Meaning of the Simple Past  
Expressing Past Time: The Simple Past 

(a) Mary walked downtown 

yesterday.  

(b) I slept for eight hours last 

night. 

The simple past is used to talk 

about activities or  situations that 

began and ended in the past (e.g., 

yesterday, last night, two days 

ago, in 1999). 

(c) Bob stayed home 

yesterday morning,  

(d) Our plane arrived on time 

last night. 

Most simple past verbs are 

formed by adding -ed to a  

verb, as in (a), (c), and (d). 

(e) I ate breakfast this 

morning,  

(f) Sue took a taxi to the 

airport yesterday. 

Some verbs have irregular past 

forms, as in (b), (e), and  

(f).  

(g) I was busy yesterday,  

(h) They were at home last 

night. 

The simple past forms of be are 

was and were. 
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Table 2. Forms of the Simple Past: Regular Verbs 
Forms Of The Simple Past: Regular Verbs 

Statement (Subject           +                         V2    +     O/C) 

 I-You-She-He-It-We-They   worked   yesterday. 

Negative (Subject         +                      did+not(didn‟t)    

+V1     + O/C) 

 I-You-She-He-It-We-They   did not (didn't)   

work   yesterday. 

Question  (Did(not)      +    Subject     +       V1    + O/C)      

Did    I-you-she-he-it-we-they   work    yesterday? 

Short 

answer 

(Yes/No   +   Subject        +         did/didn‟t.) 

 Yes,   I-you-she-he-it-we-they    did.  

 No,    I-you-she-he-it-we-they    didn't. 

 

Table 3. Forms of the Simple Past: Be 
Forms Of The Simple Past: Be 

Statement (Subject         +      was/were   +     C) 

 I-She-He-It               was       in class yesterday. 

 We-You-They          were      in class yesterday. 

 

Negative (Subject         +       was/were+not +     C) 

 I-She-He-It          was not (wasn't)    in class 

yesterday. 

 We-You-They     were not (weren't) in class 

yesterday. 

Question  (Was/were +   Subject      +         C) 

 Was            I-she-he-it        in class yesterday? 

 Were          we-you-they     in class yesterday? 

Short 

answer 

(Yes, + Subject  + was/were) 

 Yes, I-she-he-it  was.   

 Yes, we-you-they were. 

(No,  + Subject  + was/were+not) 

 No, I-she-he-it wasn‟t.  

No, we-you-they weren‟t. 

  

Azar (2003:25-26) 

 

a. Affirmative Statement of Simple Past Tense 

The affirmative statement of the simple past tense has similar 

or almost the same formula as the simple present tense. The 

difference is, if the simple present tense uses V1 then simple 

tense uses V2. 
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Verbal 

Subject + V2 (regular/irregular) + Object/Complement 

For example (irregular): 

- They played tennis yesterday. 

- I went to the market two days ago. 

- You talked a lot an hour ago. 

- He left the book in the school last week. 

- She washed the clothes this morning 

From the example above, the regular verbs: played, talked, and 

washed, and irregular verbs: went and left. 

Nominal   

Subject + was/were + adjective/adverb/noun 

For example: 

- I was diligent. 

- You were diligent. 

- They were diligent. 

- He was diligent. 

- She was diligent. 

b. Negative Statement of Simple Past Tense 

Unlike the negative statement of simple present tense which 

includes “do not & does not”, the negative statement of the 

simple past tense includes only „did not‟. And for the nominal 

sentence, „to be‟ is used to cover the job of verbs. 
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Verbal 

Subject + did/ did not + V1 + object/complement 

For example: 

- They did not play tennis yesterday. 

- I did not go to the market two days ago. 

- You did not talk a lot an hour ago. 

- He did not leave the book in the school last week. 

- She did not wash the clothes this morning 

Nominal 

Subject + was/were + not + adjective/adverb/noun 

For example: 

- I was not diligent. 

- You were not diligent. 

- They were not diligent. 

- He was not diligent. 

- She was not diligent. 

 

c. Interrogative Statement of Simple Past Tense  

The interrogative form of simple past tense is also using only 

one auxiliary which is „did‟ and it is placed before the subject 

in order to for an interrogative sentence. 

Verbal 

Did + subject + V1 + object/complement ? 

For example: 

- Did they play tennis yesterday? 
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- Did I go to the market two days ago? 

- Did you talk a lot an hour ago? 

- Did he leave the book in the school last week? 

- Did she wash the clothes this morning? 

Nominal 

Was/ were + subject + adjective/adverb/noun? 

For example: 

- Was I diligent? 

- Were you diligent? 

- Were they diligent? 

- Was he diligent? 

- Was she diligent? 

2.2.5   The Simple Past Tense in Recount Text 

The simple past tense in Junior High School is used as language 

feature of recount text. Without understanding simple past tense, 

students can not comprehend or produce a good recount text. 

Derewianka (1990:14-15) defines recount as the unfolding of a 

sequence of events or time. It is used to keep the past alive and help 

us to interpret experience. The purpose is to tell what happened.  

The tense that used in recount text is past tense. Social purpose of 

recount is to reconstruct past experiences by retelling events in 

original sequence. It is also to give the audience a descriptions of 

what occurred and when it occurred. The story recount has 
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expressions of attitude and feeling, usually made by narrator about 

the events.  In exploring how text work (Derewianka, 1990: 15-17) 

there are three types of recount. They are: 

a. Personal Recount 

Personal recount is a recount that retelling of an activity that 

writer or speaker has been personally involved in (e.g. oral 

anecdote, diary entry). Language features of personal recount 

are: 

1) Use of first pronoun (I, we). 

2) Personal responses to the events can be included, 

particularly at the end. 

3) Details are often chosen to add interest or humor. 

b. Factual Recount Text 

Factual recount is a recount that recording the particulars of an 

accident. (E.g. report of a science experiment, police report, 

news report, historical recount).  

Language features of factual recount are: 

1) Use of third person pronouns (he, she, it, they). 

2) Details are usually selected to help the reader reconstruct 

the activity or incident accurately. 

3) Sometimes the ending describes the outcome of the activity 

(e.g. in a science experiment). 

4) Mention of personal feelings in probably not appropriate. 
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5) Details of time, place, and manner may be need to be 

precisely stated (e.g. at 2.35 pm, between John st, and Park 

rd, the man drove at 80 kph). 

6) Descriptive details may also be required to provide precise 

information (e.g. a man with a red shirt, brown shoes and 

long hair, weighing 75 kilos and approximately 189 cm 

tall). 

7) The passive voice may be used (e.g. the breaker was filled 

with water). 

8) It may be appropriate to include explanations and 

satisfactions. 

 

c. Imaginative recount 

Imaginative recount is a recount that taking on an imaginary role 

and giving details events (e.g. a day in the life of a Roman 

Slave: how I invited…). Language features of imaginative 

recount are: 

1) Usually written in the first person. 

2) It may be appropriate to include personal reactions. 

In organizing the recount text, according to Derewianka (1990: 

16), the focus is on a sequence of events, all of which relate to a 

particular occasion. The research mostly uses personal recount 

since the subject is Junior High School students based on 

curriculum. They are required to produce shortly simple recount 
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text.In addition, this type of recount conveys information from 

the writer to the reader about a past experience. 

There are three generic sturctures of recount text: 

1. Orientation  

The recount generally begins with an orientation giving the 

reader/listener the background information needed to 

understand the text (i.e. who was involved, where it 

happened, when it happened). It introduces the participants, 

place and time. It gives information about what, who, where 

and when did an event was happen. 

2. Series of events 

Then, the recount unfolds with a series of events ordered in 

a chronological sequence. It tells what happened, in what 

sequence. It gives a report about an event chronologically. 

3. Reorientation  

At various stages there may be some personal comment on 

the incident. It is also optional-closure of events to conclude 

the retelling of the events.or what happened in the end. 

 

Moreover, recount text should have language features. The 

common language features of recount text are: 

1. Specific participants (Mrs Brady, our dog, the shopkeeper). 

2. Use simple past tense (she smiled, it barked, he pointed). 
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3. Use of action verbs [material process] (went, climbed, he 

pointed). 

4. Use of linking items to do with time (on Wednesday, then, 

at the same time, next, later, before). 

5. Details irrelevant to the purpose of the text should be 

avoided. 

By knowing all of the components above, here is the example of 

recount text in the form of personal recount. 

Table 4. Example of Recount Text 
Text 

Organisation 

Text Language Features 

Orientation Last holiday, my family 

and I took a trip to Bali. 

We got there late in the 

evening, so we spent the 

night at Sanur Beach 

Hotel. 

When  :last holiday 

Who    :my family and 

I 

What   :a trip 

Where :Bali 

 

Events The next day, we went to 

the beach in front of the 

hotel early in the morning. 

We saw the sun rise, and 

after that, we took a walk 

along the beach.  

Then, at about ten, we did 

our activities. My father 

tried to go surfing with my 

brother. My mother, 

joined my oldest sister, 

Cynthia, and sunbathed on 

the beach. My brothers, 

Tommy, and Edo, played 

in the sand. We made 

holes, built a sand castle, 

and we swim in several 

spots along the beach. 

Action verbs/ past 

tense: 

went, saw, took, etc. 

 

Linking words to do 

with time: 

the next day 

in the morning 

after that 

then 

at about ten 

 

Specific participants: 

My father 

My mother 

My oldest sister 

Cynthia 

My brothers 

Tommy 

Edo 

Reorientation  We really enjoyed the trip. 

We all felt happy. 
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2.2.6  Teaching and Learning Grammar  

Traditionally, grammar teaching is viewed as the presentation and 

practice of discrete grammatical structures. It is certainly true that 

grammar teaching can consist of the presentation and practice of 

grammatical items. But, as will become apparent, it need not. First, 

some grammar lessons might consist of presentation by itself (i.e., 

without any practice), while others might entail only practice (i.e., no 

presentation). Second, grammar teaching can involve learners in 

discovering grammatical rules for themselves (i.e., no presentation 

and no practice). Third, grammar teaching can be conducted simply 

by exposing learners to input contrived to provide multiple 

exemplars of the target structure.  

Here, too, there is no presentation and no practice, at least in the 

sense of eliciting production of the structure. Finally, grammar 

teaching can be conducted by means of corrective feedback on 

learner errors when these arise in the context of performing some 

communicative task. Ellis (2006:84) defines grammar teaching as a 

broad one. It involves any instructional technique that draws 

learners‟ attention to some specific grammatical form in such a way 

that it helps them either to understand it metalinguistically and/or 

process it in comprehension and/or production so that they can 

internalize it. 
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An important thing when teaching grammar, especially simple past 

tense, is the aim of grammar teaching. Newby as cited by Askeland 

(2013:15) formulates the aims of grammar learning in the following 

way: 

„The overall aim of learning grammar is to be able to express your 

own ideas in real situations in language that is as correct, meaningful 

and appropriate as possible. It is the teacher‟s task to facilitate this 

grammatical skill with the maximum efficiency.‟ 

Thus, it might be said that by learning simple past tense, the students 

are required to use it in daily life. It  means  not  only  knowing  how  

to  form  a  sentence  but also choosing meaningful grammar in real 

contexts,  which  might  be  referred  to  as  part  of  a  more  general  

communicative  competence.  

Newby stresses language performance; the meaningfulness of 

grammar; a realistic view on grammatical correctness; and the 

teacher‟s role in finding appropriate methodology for the learning of 

grammar and language. The aims of grammar learning should be 

reflected in the way grammar is taught. Ellis (2006:84) as cited in 

Timmis, (2012:128) broadly defines grammar teaching as any 

instructional technique that draws learners‟ attention to some 

specific grammatical form in such a way that it helps them either to 

understand grammar metalinguistically and/or process it in 

comprehension and/or production so that they can internalize it.  
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It is not easy to learn a new structure the first time pupils meet it. 

The more times pupils are exposed to the structure, the more sense it 

will give them. According to Scrivener (2003) as cited by 

Povjakalová (2012:25), teachers should plan activities so that there 

are as many grammar items, he wants pupils to learn, as possible.) 

a. understand the form of the structure – the way it is made up, 

how the words fit together, what the endings are. They should 

know the meaning and use of new grammar item. Teacher 

should show the structure in context, introduce it in the typical 

situations. 

b. practise new language – pupils should be allowed to try the 

language in safe environment, they need to practise structures as 

much as possible. There are some techniques that allow pupils to 

practise grammatical rules. 

- drills 

- interactive activities 

- games 

c. use the new grammar item – pupils should be allowed to use the 

new language that they have learnt. It may take time before 

children start to use the new language, even they have practised 

the items a lot. Teachers should encourage pupils to use the 

language – “sometimes getting things wrong and sometimes 

getting things right”, that is the way that people learn new 

things.  
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Explicit grammar instruction tends to form as the core of classroom 

practices. List of  grammar  rules  and  exercises  consist  mainly  of  

the  fill in the gap variety and multiple choices. On the other hand, 

implicit grammar instruction provides meaningful and interactive 

activities. The focus is on the learner and on language acquisition. 

Lastly, the outcome of teaching the simple past tense can be both 

learning of formal grammar with a focus on the structures of the 

language, and/or learning of the ability to use grammar in real life.  

2.2.7  Teaching and Learning the Simple Past Tense 

According to School-Based Curriculum, the eight grade students 

have to learn recount text. This genre applies a kind of tenses. It is 

the simple past tense. For that reason, there were teaching and 

learning the simple past tense implicitly or explicitly. According to 

Chomsky (1969) as cited by Xin (2010:1), vocabulary and grammar 

rules (for example: simple past tense) are learned and developed by 

constructing a set of rules which will characterize the language that 

surrounds them and enable them to use it for both speaking and 

understanding. However, for L2 learners, most of them are taught as 

grammatical knowledge beforehand and develop the knowledge into 

practice afterwards. 

In teaching simple past tense, teacher has to manage the learning 

situation where the learners can make sentences with the pattern of 
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simple past tense. Therefore, it is importance to develop principle for 

the perforation of language teachers, especially for simple past tense 

teaching. 

According to Nunan (2003:158-160) there are three principles for 

teaching grammar for example the simple past tense as follows: 

a. Integrate both inductive and deductive methods intoyour 

teaching. In the deductive classroom, the teacher gives a 

grammatical explana tion or rule followed by a set o f exercises 

designed to clarify the grammatical point and help the learners 

master the point. In deductive teaching, you work from principles 

to examples. Inductive procedures reverse this process. In 

inductive teaching, you present the learners with samples of 

language and, through a process of guided discovery, get them to 

work out the principle or rule for themselves. 

b. Use tasks that make clear the relationship between grammatical 

form and communicative function. Many grammar-based courses 

are relatively ineffective because they teach grammar as an 

abstract system, present the language as isolated sentences, and 

fail to give learners a proper context for the grammar point. 

Teaching was largely limited to the form of the new grammatical 

item.  However, the solution proposed by som e-do away with 

teaching grammar altogether-is no solution. The solution is to 

present the grammar in a context that makes clear the 
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relationship between the grammatical form and the 

communicative function.  

c. Focus on the development of procedural rather than declarative 

knowledge. In the field o f language learning, declarative know 

ledge is knowing language rules. Procedural know ledge is being 

able to use the knowledge for communication. 

2.2.8   Constraints in Learning the Simple Past Tense 

The learners usually have many constraints or problems in learning 

simple past tense. Then, VanPatten (1990) as cited by Long and 

Doughty (2009:524) argues that the problem is that L2 learners have 

difficulty attending simultaneously to meaning and form.  

Moreover, Long & Doughty (2009) as cited by Mart (2013:125), the 

problem is when there is no apparent connection between explicit 

knowledge of the rules and implicit control of the system, and the - 

learnability problem following from the observation that grammar is 

not learned in a linear and atomistic fashion. In this approach 

students are unable to use the grammar rules in speech. They do not 

understand how grammar rules work in a sentence. Learning 

grammar in context will allow learners to see how rules can be used 

in sentences.   
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Parrot (2010:227) mentions some typical difficulties in learning past 

tense especially simple past tense as follows: 

a) Comprehension 

Learners may have some problems in understanding the 

differences between these tenses but these rarely lead to serious 

misunderstanding since the distinctions are often unimportant 

and already clear in the context. Native speakers are often 

unsure whether they‟ve heard the past simple or past perfect and 

may ask a question to check this.  

For example: 

He left when I got there/He'd left when I got there. 

I knew he liked me/I knew he'd liked me. 

Here, the learner has to: 

1) recognise the significance of the tense choice (simultaneous 

events or in sequence). 

2) hear the (barely perceptible) difference between he 

left/liked and he'd left/liked. 

It means that for EFL learners, they still face problems to 

differentiate among many kinds of tenses including simple past 

tense. So that, teacher and students should consider this 

constraint. 
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b) Regular and irregular forms 

There are several reasons why learners may make mistakes in 

the use of regular and irregular forms. They may: 

1) (consciously or unconsciously) have learnt the wrong form 

of a particular verb. 

2) Be guessing the form because they don‟t know what it is. 

3) Over-generalise rules (for example, ignoring irregular forms 

or using past forms in questions or infinitives). 

Typical examples are: 

I dranked two glasses.  

Did you wrote to him yesterday? 

Do you ate everything? 

 

c) Simplifying the form 

Learners may use a bare infinitive instead of the -ing form or 

instead of the past. 

For example: 

I was do my homework when he came to see me last night. 

Or, they may leave out an auxiliary verb. 

I trying to open the carriage door when the train started. 

Having learned the use of did and didn't to ask questions and 

make negative statements in the past simple, learners may 

inappropriately extend this to other tenses. 

For example: 
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The survivors didn't had eaten anything for days when they were 

finally rescued. 

d) Avoidance 

Learners often avoid what they feel they don't properly know yet. 

For example, they may use the past simple to make any reference 

to past time. 

Yesterday 1 got up early because I went to the antiques market. 

When I got to the market it already opened. 

Mistakes like this may also be the result of not knowing the 

appropriate forms, or may be due to 'forgetting' them under the 

pressure of communicating. Some learners consistently use a 

present tense instead of the past. 

Last Sunday is my birthday. 

e) Over-use 

They may also over-use a form because they have learnt a rule 

which is incomplete or inaccurate. Learners also usually tend to 

overgeneralize the regular past inflection to irregular verbs, which 

can lead to over-use of the regular past form. 

This research tried to found out the constraints in learning the simple 

past tense through explicit and implicit instruction. The researcher also 

used theory of perception since from the students‟ negative perception 

toward these two instructions, the constraints or difficulties would be 

revealed. 
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2.2.9   Explicit and Implicit Instruction 

Explicit and implicit instruction have been part of language 

instruction. Winitz as cited by Lally (2016:154) describes explicit 

instruction of grammatical structures as "a language learning process 

in which the rules of the grammar of L2 are learned as formal 

statements (and in which) lexical understanding, in the beginning 

stages of instruction, is provided through the translation of words 

and phrases from the first language". It means, explicit instruction 

involves translation . Moreover, one principle in grammar translation 

method (GTM) is that grammar rules are presented and studied 

explicitly. The teacher presents grammatical structures explicitly in a 

de-contextualized manner. The learners will develop the knowledge 

they need through conscious presentation and manipulation of forms 

through drills and practice.  

 

Furthermore, Norris and Ortega(2000) as cited in Ellis (2005:14) 

states that instructional treatments being coded as „explicit‟ if „rule 

explanation comprised any part of the instruction‟ and as „implicit‟ 

when „neither rule presentation nor directions to attend to particular 

forms were part of the treatment‟. In short, GTM is considered 

explicit instruction since the treatment of GTM leads to explicit 

teaching of grammar such as rule explanation, grammar practice or 

drilling, and error correction. Thus, the researcher used GTM in the 

class of explicit instruction.  
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On the other hand, Ellis (2009:17) suggests that implicit instruction 

can take the form of task-based teaching where any attention to 

linguistic form arises naturally out of the way the tasks are 

performed. In this case, attention to form is primarily reactive in 

nature. However, it can be also proactive, as when tasks are designed 

to elicit the use of a specific linguistic target, and performance of the 

task naturally creates opportunities for experiencing the target 

feature. Furthermore, Norris and Ortega(2000) as cited in Ellis 

(2005:14) states that instructional treatments being as „implicit‟ 

when „neither rule presentation nor directions to attend to particular 

forms were part of the treatment‟. In other words, implicit instruction 

used task to learn grammar implicitly without rule presentation nor 

directions to attend to particular forms . As a result, the researcher 

used task (TBLT) in teaching grammar implicitly.   

 

2.2.10.  Concept of Explicit Instruction 

Implicit and explicit instruction has been part of language instruction 

since its beginning. According to Ellis (2009: 17), explicit 

instruction requires learners to develop metalinguistic knowledge of 

the rule “by providing them with a grammatical description of the 

rule or assisting them to discover the rule for themselves from the 

data provided”. Thus the instructions such as rule explanation, overt 

error correction, L1/L2 contrast, and metalinguistic rules are 

considered explicit teaching.  
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Ellis (2009:17) explains furhter that reactive explicit instruction, 

refers to a learning condition in which the instructor provides 

metalinguistic or explicit corrective feedback while learners produce 

the target structure. Proactive explicit instruction means a structure is 

dealt with and reacted upon even before it is proven to be 

problematic and it can be direct or indirect. In direct proactive 

explicit instruction and feedback the structure is explained 

metalinguistically prior to any activity, and in the indirect form, the 

teacher allows learners to discover the rules on their own based on 

the data provided.  

 

Thus, explicit instruction drives learners´ attention to grammatical 

forms in order to help them establish conscious representations of 

the rules. In this case, learners are shown what they are expected to 

learn.  Housen and Pierrard (2006) as cited by Ellis (2009:18) 

provide a detailed definition of implicit and explicit form-focused 

instruction in terms of a number of different characteristics, as 

shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Implicit and Explicit Instruction  

Implicit FFI Explicit FFI 

attracts attention to target form  directs attention to target form  

is delivered spontaneously (e.g., in 

an otherwise communication-

oriented activity)  

is predetermined and planned 

(e.g., as the main focus and goal 

of a teaching activity)  

is unobstrusive (minimal 

interruption of communication of 

meaning)  

is obstrusive (interruption of 

communication of meaning)  

presents target forms in context  presents target forms in isolation  

makes no use of metalanguage  uses metalinguistic terminology 

(e.g., rule explanation)  

encourages free use of target form  involves controlled practice of 

target form  
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By explicit instruction, it means that teaching where the teacher 

clearly outlines what the learning goals are for the students, 

especially regarding language structures. It involves directing 

student attention towards a specific learning objective in a systematic 

studying environment. Explicit teaching implies a teacher explaining 

how learners should go about a language structure in order to 

understand and use it.  

 

2.2.11.  Concept of Explicit Grammar Instruction 

According to Ling (2015:557), explicit grammar teaching refers to 

the teaching methods making form as the center, it emphasizes to 

learn the grammatical rules purposeful, so as to efficiently and 

accurately use language ingredient. Explicit grammar teaching is a 

main method in the traditional grammar teaching, represented by 

grammar-translation method. Explicit grammar teaching, which 

achieve the objective of the master grammar by studying grammar 

rules, emphasize the awareness purpose and controllability in the 

process of learning grammar. 

 

Winitz as cited by Lally (2016:154) describes explicit instruction of 

grammatical structures as "a language learning process in which the 

rules of the grammar of L2 are learned as formal statements (and in 

which) lexical understanding, in the beginning stages of instruction, 

is provided through the translation of words and phrases from the 

first language". According to Scott (1990:779) as cited by Basoz 
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(2014:378), "an explicit approach to teaching grammar insists on the 

value of deliberate study of grammar rule in order to recognize 

linguistic elements efficiently and accurately". It means explicit 

grammar teaching can make students more understand when 

studying the grammar concepts.  

 

However, there exist some problems in the dominant teaching 

method, such as the teacher does not pay attention to the practical 

application of language, which is not conducive to cultivate the 

students' communicative competence in an all-round way. Besides, 

since learners is very strong to learn the meaning of language in 

certain situations, students will not be interested in and cause 

attention inevitably when teacher teach grammar rules simply in the 

grammar teaching. In short, it focuses on language forms 

presentation, explanation of the grammar rules and practice through 

drilling hold a traditional view of language teaching. 

 

The following is an example of explicit instruction in teaching 

simple past tense by Soleimani, Jahangiri, and Gohar (2015:260-

261) .  

Table 6. Description of the Lesson 

Time Task Goal 

5 min  1. Pre-reading  Familiarize with the content of text  

15 min  2. Reading the text  Processing text content; exposure to 

target features  

15 min  3. Grammar explanation  Provide the rule for the target 

feature  

10 min  4. Grammatical Analysis  Find examples of the target feature 

in the text  

10 min  5. Multiple choice 

exercises  

To practice the target feature  
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Time Task Goal 

15 min  6. Guided speaking  Instructor-guided communicative 

activities  

10 min  7.Information exchange 

(small group)  

Independent communicative 

practice using the target feature  

 

Each lesson began by a comprehension text enriched with the target 

language feature. The teacher reads the text while participants 

listened to it. Then participants were asked to find the meaning and 

supporting ideas. After that, grammatical explanations related to the 

target feature were presented by the instructor. Then the participants 

were asked to find the examples of the target feature in the text. This 

was followed by doing multiple choice exercises with focus on the 

target feature. Then participants did whole-class guided speaking 

under instructor's supervision and later in small groups through 

which they practiced the target structure rules and received feedback 

from teacher when necessary. 

Besides that,  based on Ling ( 2015:557) there are advantages and 

disadvantages of using explicit instruction in teaching grammar as 

shown in Table 8.  

Table 7. Advantages and Disadvantages of Explicit Grammar 

Instruction  
Advantages Disadvantages 

1. Explicit grammar teaching can 

make students more profoundly 

understand the grammatical items, 

and it has strong systemic.  

1. The teacher does not pay 

attention to the practical 

application of language, which is 

not conducive to cultivate the 

students' communicative 

competence in an all-round way.  

2. Students will keep clear when 

studying the grammar concepts. 

2. Students will not be interested 

in and cause attention inevitably 

when teacher teach grammar rules 
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Advantages Disadvantages 

simply in the grammar teaching.  

3. It emphasizes to learn the 

grammatical rules purposeful, so as 

to efficiently and accurately use 

language ingredient. 

 

3. Explicit grammar teaching, 

which makes teachers as the 

center in classroom teaching, is 

too fancy language.  

4. It emphasizes the awareness 

purpose and controllability in the 

process of learning grammar. 

4. Students can make grammatical 

and correct sentences, but cannot 

use English for simple daily 

communication. 

 

 

Explicit grammar instruction have weakness and strength. The best 

form of grammar instruction is conditional upon the particular 

learning situation. 

 

2.2.12. Concept of Implicit Instruction 

Norris & Ortega (2000) as cited by Ellis (2005:14) point out, 

instruction is defined as implicit if “neither rule presentation nor 

directions to attend to particular forms were part of treatment”. In 

this perspective, instruction does not seek to develop awareness or 

understanding of rules that describe such language forms.  

 

In addition, Ellis (2009:16-17) suggests that implicit instruction is 

directed at enabling learners to infer rules without awareness. It 

provides learners with experience of specific exemplars of a rule or 

pattern while they are not attempting to learn it (e.g. they are focused 

instead on meaning). As a result, they internalize the underlying rule/ 

pattern without their attention being explicitly focused on it. Implicit 

instruction creates learning environment in which learners‟ attention 
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is drawn to target forms without awareness and the focus of 

instruction is on meaning. Clearly, then, indirect intervention is 

implicit in nature. Implicit instruction leads learners´ attention to 

communicative input as a way to expose them to exemplars of 

linguistic forms.  

 

Implicit instruction can be reactive or proactive in nature. Reactive 

implicit instruction refers to a learning condition in which the target 

forms happen as an outcome of the task being performed in class. 

Proactive implicit instruction happens when tasks are deliberately 

designed to contain target forms, and performing the task provides 

the opportunity to use those structures (Ellis, 2009:17). 

 

By implicit instruction, it means teaching where the instructor does 

not outline goals explicitly or give explanations overtly by using 

metalanguage. Rather than that, the instructor presents the activities 

to the student and allows the students to make their own conclusions 

and create their own conceptual structures.  

 

 

2.2.13.  Concept of Implicit Grammar Instruction 

According to Scott (1990:779) ac cited by Basoz (2014:378), " an 

implicit approach suggests that students should be exposed to 

grammatical structures in a meaningful and comprehensible context 

in order that they may acquire, as naturally as possible, the grammar 

of the target language". Thus, according to Ling (2015:557), implicit 
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grammar teaching refers to the teaching methods emphasizing 

students must be naturally acquired through situational scene when 

learning grammar. Learners contact with English mainly through 

scenes. This teaching method makes communicative teaching 

method as representation, emphasizing the unconsciousness, 

abstractness, and automaticity of grammar study. Implicit grammar 

teaching can let learners gain a better understanding of the 

relationship between the semantics and function and context by 

incorporating the discourse into the context. 

 

Moreover, Asher, Krashen, and Winitz as cited by Lally (2016:154) 

states that implicit grammatical instruction is one that exposes the 

language learner to grammatical and lexical principles through 

natural language experience.  In this type of approach, activities 

enabling students to recognize and acquire grammar patterns in real 

life situations simulated in the classroom are introduced. By 

providing grammar in context, in an implicit manner, we can expose 

students to substantial doses of grammar study without alienating 

them to the learning of English or other foreign language. So that, it 

prefers language use to language usage and focus on meaning rather 

than form. It should provides contextualized and authentic language 

and do not refers to rules or forms at all.  

 

The following is an example of implicit instruction in teaching 

simple past tense by Soleimani, Jahangiri, and Gohar (2015:261).  
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Table 8. Description of the lesson 

Time Task Goal 

5 min  1. Pre-reading  Familiarize with the content of text  

15 min  2. Reading the text  Processing text content; essential 

meaning and supporting ideas 

10 min  4. Implicit   

grammatical Analysis  

guess the meaning of unknown 

words  

15 min  6. Guided speaking  Instructor-guided communicative 

activities  

35 min  7.Information exchange 

(group work)  

Independent communicative 

practice using the target feature  

 

In teaching grammar through implicit instruction, the same recount 

texts are used for implicit treatment. However, there is no 

grammatical explanation of the target feature rules. Also there are 

not any exercises focusing on the target features. Learners listened to 

the instructor while the text was being read by the instructor. Then 

they were asked to read the text and find the essential meaning and 

supporting ideas. They were told to guess the meaning of unknown 

words. Learners do communicative activities, such as group work. 

There are the advantages and the disadvantages of using explicit 

instruction in teaching grammar as shown in the table below.  

Table 9. Advantages and Disadvantages of Implicit Grammar 

Instruction 
Advantages Disadvantages 

1. There is high level of 

motivation among students. 

(Suntharesan 2013:611) 

1. Learners cannot verbalize what they 

have learned. (Ellis et al., 2009:3) 

2. The sessions are more 

enjoyable and students show 

greater keenness on lessons. 

(Suntharesan, 2013:611) 

2. The resulting knowledge is 

subsymbolic, reflecting statistical 

sensitivity to the structure of the learned 

material. (Ellis et al., 2009:3) 

3. Students are prompted to 

focus more on meaning than 

on form, in an implicit 

manner. (Suntharesan, 

2013:611) 

3. One of the central issues in 

focus on form research is how to lead 

the learner's attention to a linguistic 

mismatch between inter-language and 

target language. (Doughty & Williams 

(1998) as cited by Nazari (2014:124) 
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Advantages Disadvantages 

4. Students unconsciously 

imbibe the inherent grammar 

rules for using the language 

authentically. (Suntharesan, 

2013:612) 

4. Learners develop communicative 

fluency they do not make progress in 

accuracy. Nazari (2014:124) 

5. It eliminates boredom 

which is usually associated 

with explicit grammar 

teaching approach and builds 

up. confidence in students to 

use the language for 

communicative purposes. 

(Suntharesan, 2013:612) 

5. Implicit learning is abstract. (Ling, 

2015:556) 

 

Implicit grammar instruction also has benefits and constraints.  The 

fact is that one is not preferable over the other; rather each one is 

most appropriate in specific lesson plan and individuals. 

 

2.2.14.  Concept of Grammar Translation Method  

Grammar Translation Method dominated foreign language teaching 

from the 1840s to 1940s. It is also called classical method. English 

was taught in the same way as the classical languages Greek and 

Latin. English teaching consisted mainly of studying and analysing 

the language‟s grammar, and translating written forms of the foreign 

language. The Latin approach to grammar teaching divided language 

into eight parts, i.e. nouns, verbs, participles, articles, pronouns, 

prepositions, adverbs and conjunctions. This division was later (in 

the 18th century) established as a template for the studying of the 

English language as well (Hinkel & Fotos, 2002:1-2).  

Even though it became clear that this template “could not be used as 

effectively to analyse a language in which word order and syntax 
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produced grammatical function and where rules often had multiple 

exceptions” (Herron, 1976 as cited in Hinkel & Fotos, 2002:2), “this 

traditional method remained as a basis for language teaching until 

recently” (Howatt, 1984 as cited in Hinkel & Fotos, 2002:2). It 

means that GTM has been central to language teaching throughout 

the ages and it is still valid today. 

Moreover, in grammar-translation method, it is important to learn 

about the forms of the foreign language. Grammar is taught 

deductively and explicitly, and grammatical paradigms should be 

committed to memory through drills (Larsen-Freeman, 1986 as cited 

by Shirzad, 2016:85). This method is also referred to as explicit 

grammar teaching. The rules were presented before practical 

examples of the rules were given.  Students should be very conscious 

of the grammatical rules of the target language. Grammar plays an 

important role in this method, as did translation.  

The main characteristic of this method is that this method focuses on 

learning the rule of the grammar (sentence structure) and the 

implementation of it in translating passage from one language to 

another language. In another word, a teacher who teaches English by 

using GTM will teach the grammar. Furthermore, the teacher uses 

grammar to teach the students by translating one language to another 

language. Typical activities of this approach are translation of a 

passage and memorisation of grammatical rules and paradigms. 
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Above all, this type of approach can give learners a basic foundation 

upon which they can then build their communicative skills. 

According to Celce Murcia (1979) as cited by Prasetyo (2015:172-

173,) there are eight characteristics of this method that the writer 

mentions as follows : 

1. Classess are taught in the first language, with little active use of 

the target language; 

2. Much of the vocabulary is in the form of lists of isolated words; 

3. Detail explanation about the structure of grammar is given;  

4. Grammar provides the rules for putting words together, and 

instruction often focuses on the form and the inflection for 

words;  

5. Reading of difficult classical texts in the beginning of the class;  

6. Little attention is paid to the content of texts, which are treated 

as exercises in grammatical analysis;  

7. In teaching grammar, it is important to make the language 

situations and language material as realistic as possible. Often 

the only drills are exercises in translating disconnected 

sentences from the target language into the mother tongue. 

8. Little or no attention is given to pronunciation. 
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According to Prasetyo (2015:172), GTM has advantages and 

disadvantages as described in the table below.  

Table 10. Advantages and Disadvantages of GTM 

No. Advantages Disadvantages 

1. 

Grammar Translation 

method still has the 

advantage for language 

teaching and learning, 

especially in term of 

accuracy. 

It can make the students bored in 

the classroom, because a teacher 

who uses GTM in teaching 

English will present the language 

structure in front of the classroom. 

2. 

It can help the students to 

understand the construct of 

sentence in a text. 

GTM cannot develop the 

students‟ communicative 

competence, because they cannot 

use the rule of the language 

structure flexibly to communicate. 

3. 

It can help the students to 

understand a text through 

the identification of 

sentence, such as part of 

speech, noun determiner, 

tenses, etc. 

GTM can create the domination 

of the teacher in the classroom. 

4. 

GTM can help the students 

to comprehend a text easily, 

because learning English 

means learning to read. 

The class activity will more focus 

on the rule of the language 

structure than practice the rule 

itself.  

5. 

Grammar Translation 

method still has the 

advantage for language 

teaching and learning, 

especially in term of 

accuracy. 

It can make the students bored in 

the classroom, because a teacher 

who uses GTM in teaching 

English will present the language 

structure in front of the classroom. 

 

Thus, according to Winitz as cited by Lally (2016:154), explicit 

grammar teaching is a main method in the traditional grammar 

teaching (grammar-translation method). Since grammar translation 

method is in line with explicit teaching, the researcher used  these 

approaches to get more effective teaching.  
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2.2.15.  Concept of Task Based Language Teaching 

Task-based language teaching (TBLT) has become a significant 

topic in the field of second language acquisition in terms of fostering 

process-focused syllabi and devising communicative tasks to 

enhance learners‟ real language use via the emergence of the 

communicative language teaching approach in the early 1980s and 

much stress on learners‟ communicative abilities during the past 

twenty years (Jeon and Hahn, 2000 as cited by Hismanoglu and 

Hismanoglu, 2011:46). Since TBLT is in the field of second 

language acquisition, it is in lined with implicit teaching. Thus, to 

know the concept of task based language teaching, the first thing to 

do is to decide what it means by the term of task. 

 

a)  Concept of Task 

Many experts have their definitions of task. Generally, there are 

differences between educational side and others to define what task 

is. Nunan (2004:1) differentiate between real-world or target tasks, 

and pedagogical tasks: target tasks, as the name implies, refer to uses 

of language in the world beyond the classroom; pedagogical tasks 

are those that occur in the classroom. Long (1985) as cited by Nunan 

(2004:2) defines “a target task is a piece of work  undertaken for one 

self or for others, freely or for some reward”. Thus,  examples of 

tasks include dressing a child, buying a pair of shoes, borrowing a 

library book, typing a letter, and etc. In other words, task means 
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many things people do in everyday life, at work, at play, and in 

between.  

 

When the real world activities are applied to the classroom, tasks 

become pedagogical in nature. Ellis (2003: 16) as cited by Nunan 

(2004:3-4) defines “a pedagogical task is a work plan that requires 

learners to process language pragmatically in order to achieve an 

outcome that can be evaluated in terms of whether the correct or 

appropriate propositional content has been conveyed”. To this end, it 

requires them to give primary attention to meaning and to make use 

of their own linguistics resources, although the design of the task 

may predispose them to choose particular forms. A task is intended 

to result in language use that bears a resemblance, direct or indirect, 

to the way language is used in the real world. Like other language 

activities, a task can engage productive or receptive, and oral or 

written skills and also various cognitive processes.   

 

Finally, Nunan (2004:4) defines a pedagogical task is a piece of 

classroom work that involves learners comprehending, manipulating, 

producing or interacting in the target language while their attention 

is focused on mobilizing their grammatical knowledge in order to 

express meaning and in which the intention is to convey meaning 

rather than to manipulate form. Thus, task should also have a sense 

of completeness, being able to stand alone as a communicative act in 

its own right with a beginning, middle and an end. 
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b) Characteristics of Task  

Ellis (2003:9), drawing a number of criterial features of a task as 

follows:  

1) A task is a workplan. 

2) A task involves  primary focus on meaning. 

3) A task involves real-world processes of language use. 

4) A task can involve any  of the four language skills. 

5) A task engages cognitive processes. 

6) A task has a clearly defined communicative outcome. 

 

The researcher thought that the lesson would engage students' 

interest, because it is about their activity in the past, for example 

their best or worst experience or an accident. Students knows better 

about their past activities so that they know the meaning what they 

say or write. Sharing experience is also related to real life activity. 

The outcome is they can express their experience through a short 

simple paragraph correctly and meaningfully.    

 

c) Components of Task 

Nunan (1989:10) suggests that tasks will contain some form of input 

data which might be verbal (for instance a dialogue or reading 

passage) or non-verbal (for instance a picture sequence) and an 

activity which relates to the input. The task also have a goal and 

roles for teachers and units of work consist, among other things, of 

sequences of tasks, and the coherence of such lessons or units 
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depend on the extent to which the tasks have been integrated and 

sequenced in some principled way. 

Figure 1. A framework for analyzing communicative tasks.  

 

Goals       Teacher role   

Input      Student role   

Activities     Settings 

Adapted from Nunan (2004: 41)   

 

Goals  : The purposes of activities.  

Input   : Topic that wants to be discussed, it refers to the spoken,  

written  and visual data.  

Activity  : Discussing activity of the topic.  

Teacher role : Monitor and Facilitator.  

Learner role : Conversational partner.  

Setting  : Classroom/ Pair works . 

In short, a task should include all of these components so that the 

success of teaching learning process will be achieved. 

 

d) Concept of Task Based Language Teaching 

Task-based approach, also called task-based learning and task based 

language teaching is one of the particular approaches to implement  

communicative approach. Richards & Rodgers (2001: 223) define 

that task-based language teaching (TBLT) refers to an approach 

based on the use of task as the core unit of planning and instruction 

in language teaching.  

                                       

Tasks 
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Furthermore, Ellis (2000) as cited by Shabani and Ghasemi 

(2014:1714) has the same definition that in task-based language 

teaching, tasks are the basic and core units of planning and 

instruction. 

 

In short, task-based language teaching is an approach in teaching 

language by using a task as a media and a core activity to improve 

students` proficiency. It is a part of communicative approach that 

makes students as the center of teaching–learning process and 

teacher as facilitator. 

 

e) Task Based Language Teaching Methodology Framework 

A task-based  lesson or a task-based instruction according to Ellis 

(2009) as cited by Khademi, Mellati, and Moghaddam (2017:106-

107) has three phases (pre-task phase, main task phase/during task, 

and post-task phase).  

1) Pre-task 

The first phase of this task-based instruction is the pre-task. This 

phase includes all types of activities that the teacher and learners 

do before getting involved in the main task. The main purpose of 

pre-phase is preparing second language learners to do the task in a 

way which promotes their acquisition. 

2) During / Main task 

The second phase is the during-task activities. In this phase the 

teacher decides about the activities needed to perform the task. 
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Ellis (2009) believes that the methodological options underlying 

this phase are of two basic kinds: first, „task performance options‟ 

and second, „process options‟. 

3) Post-task 

The third phase is the post-task phase or post-task activities through 

which we can accomplish three main goals. Firstly, a post-task 

activity offers an appropriate opportunity to repeat a task; secondly, 

it encourages learners to reflect on how the task was performed; 

and finally, it fosters attention to form, it means that as a feedback 

to learners‟ performance has paid especial attention to problematic 

parts of the task that learners have performed. 

 

Moreover, Ellis (2003:244) gave framework for designing task based 

lessons as shown in Table 11. 

Table 11. Framework for Designing Task Based Lessons 

Phase  Examples of options  

A Pre-task  framing the activity, e.g. establishing the 

outcome of the task planning time doing a 

similar task  

 

B During task time pressure number of participants 

 

C Post-task learner report consciousness raising repeat 

task 

 

Finally, the researcher decided to use Ellis‟s lesson design including 

pre-task, main task, and post-task.  
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7) Types of Task in Task-Based Language Teaching 

According to Prabhu (1987) as cited by Nunan (2004:56-57), three 

are three principal task types are used: information gap, reasoning 

gap, and opinion gap.  

a. Information-gap activity, which involves a transfer of given 

information from one person to another – or from one form to 

another, or from one place to another – generally calling for the 

decoding or encoding of information from or into language. One 

example is pair work in which each member of the pair has a 

part of the total information (for example an incomplete picture) 

and attempts to convey it verbally to the other.  Another 

example is completing a tabular representation with information 

available in a given piece of text. The activity often involves 

selection of relevant information as well, and learners may have 

to meet criteria of completeness and correctness in making the 

transfer. 

b. Reasoning-gap activity, which involves deriving some new 

information from given information through processes of 

inference, deduction, practical reasoning, or a perception of 

relationships or patterns. One example is working out a eacher‟s 

timetable on the basis of given class timetables. Another is 

deciding what course of action is best (for example cheapest or 

quickest) for a given purpose and within given constraints. The 

activity necessarily involves comprehending and conveying 
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information, as an information-gap activity, but the information 

to be conveyed is not identical with that initially comprehended. 

There is a piece of reasoning which connects the two. 

c. Opinion-gap activity, which involves identifying and 

articulating a personal preference, feeling, or attitude in 

response to a given situation. One example is story completion; 

another is taking part in the discussion of a social issue. The 

activity may involve using factual information and formulating 

arguments to justify one‟s opinion, but there is no objective 

procedure for demonstrating outcomes as right or wrong, and no 

reason to expect the same outcome from different individuals or 

on different occasions. 

 

The researcher  used information gap task since students did pair 

work and group work sharing their information talking their past 

activities. Activities where learners are asked to recount their 

personal experiences or tell simple stories are valuable because they 

give learners a chance to use language for longer and it is something 

we often do in real-life. In order to encourage interaction, the 

researcher also added a clear topic or theme concerning to daily life. 

2.2.16 Concept of Perception 

Tamimi, et al. (2009) as cited by Alkaff (2013:107)  state that 

attitudes towards a certain language affect a learner‟ s motivation in 

learning that language. Moreover, Despagne (2010) as cited by 
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Alkaff (2013:107) elaborates on the relation between perceptions 

and attitudes, explaining that perceptions are centered on the inner 

unconscious feelings from which students‟  attitudes towards 

learning a language emanate. Thus, attitudes can be defined as the 

behavioral outcomes of perceptions.  

Kara (2009) as cited by Abidin, Mohammadi, and Alzwari 

(2012:121) states that attitude concept can be viewed from these 

three dimensions. Accordingly, the attitude concept has three 

components i.e., behavioral, cognitive and affective. 

a. Behavioral Aspect of Attitude 

The behavioral aspect of attitude deals with the way one 

behaves and reacts in particular situations. Kara (2009) states 

that positive attitudes lead to the exhibition of positive behaviors 

toward courses of study, with participants absorbing themselves 

in courses and striving to learn more. Such students are also 

observed to be more eager to solve problems, to acquire the 

information and skills useful for daily life and to engage 

themselves emotionally. This is the tendency or disposition to 

act in certain ways toward something. 

b. Cognitive Aspect of Attitude 

This aspect of attitude involves the beliefs of the language 

learners about the knowledge that they receive and their 
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understanding in the process of language learning. The cognitive 

attitude can be classified into four steps of connecting the 

previous knowledge and the new one, creating new knowledge, 

checking new knowledge, and applying the new knowledge in 

many situations. This refers to our thoughts, beliefs, and ideas 

about something 

c. Emotional Aspect of Attitude 

Feng and Chen (2009) states that,  Learning process is an 

emotional process. It is affected by different emotional  factors. 

The teacher and his students engage in various emotional 

activities in it and varied fruits of emotions are yield.” Attitude 

can help the learners to express whether they like or dislike the 

objects or surrounding situations. This is the feeling or emotion 

that something evokes. e.g. fear, sympathy, hate. 

Lastly, the researcher used these three dimensions of attitude to find 

out students‟ constraints in learning the simple past tense. they were 

being happy (emotional aspect), being difficult (cognitive aspect), 

being active (behavioral aspect), and being interested (emotional 

aspect). 
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2.2.17. Procedure of Teaching Simple Past Tense through Explicit and 

Implicit Instruction 

Procedure of teaching grammar through explicit instruction was 

implemented using GTM since the grammar is taught explicitly in 

the whole process. The teacher told about what they are going to 

study including the simple past tense. The teacher then begins with 

brainstorming about the topic. Next, the teacher explains the 

grammar rules. After the teacher explains them, the teacher gives 

some exmples based on the students‟ activities. Then the teacher also 

use translation  to the sentences to make the students understand 

more. The students do many exercise such as fill in the blank and 

changing the sentence with the correct verb. In the end, the students 

do the short exam to know what they have learnt. 

The procedure in teaching simple past tense through implicit 

instruction is developed  based on Ellis theory. The teacher never 

talked about what tenses they are studying. Students do not realize 

that they study grammar. Teaching grammar was integrated with 

teaching conversation or through tasks so that the teacher applied 

TBLT. The teacher practiced grammar implicitly through task.  

 

First, the teacher told her past activities to the students as an input or 

exposure. Then, the teacher asked questions to the students about 

past activity to brainstorm the students background knowledge in pre 
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task. After that, in task one, the activities were devided in three parts. 

first is planning where the students write and do the task given by the 

teacher. Second is task where the teacher assigns pair task to the 

students. Third is task where the teacher assigns group task to the 

students. Then the final step is post task. In this step, there is analysis 

or exam. Students try to analyze grammar worksheet.  

2.2.18. Hypothesis  

First, the researcher proposed the hypotheses for the first research 

question as follows: 

H0:  There is no significant increase of students‟ mastery in the 

simple past tense after being taught through explicit 

instruction.  

H1:  There is a significant increase of students‟ mastery in the 

simple past  tense after being taught through explicit 

instruction. 

Second, for the second research question, the researcher proposed 

the hypotheses as follows: 

H0:  There is no significant increase of students‟ mastery in the 

simple past tense after being taught through implicit 

instruction.  
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H1:  There is a significant increase of students‟ mastery in the 

simple past  tense after being taught through implicit 

instruction. 

Third,  the researcher proposed the hypotheses for the third research 

question, as follows: 

H0:  There is no significant difference of students‟ mastery in 

grammar between students who are taught through implicit 

instruction and those who are taught through explicit 

instruction. 

H1:  There is a significant difference of students‟ matery in grammar 

between students who are taught through implicit instruction 

and those who are taught through explicit instruction. 
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III.  RESEARCH METHOD 

 

This chapter presents the following points: setting of the research, research 

design, population and sample, data collecting technique, research instrument and 

data analysis. 

3.1     Setting of the Research 

The study took place in SMP Negeri 6 Metro. It was held in the first 

semester for students in eight grade for 3-5 class meetings. Some 

background information about this school is provided in table 12 below:   

Table 12. Background of the School 
Levels Grade 1-3 of junior high school 

Students‟ population 766 

Number of teachers 48 

Number of English teacher 6 

Number of English lesson per week 3 times per class 

History 28 years  

Number of classrooms 22 (20 of light damage, 2 of medium damage)  

Library 1 (light damage) 

Language laboratory 1 (light damage) 

 

All of the students have at least six years‟ experience of learning English in 

formal primary classrooms. Most of them share similar backgrounds and a 

half usually have been classmates/schoolmates since primary school. But, 

English teacher needs to be added. The facility also have limited number 
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such as only one library and one language laboratory. The location is far 

enough from the town. It is about 2 km. As a result, the students have little 

access to the town. That is why the researcher chooses this school to be the 

object of the research. 

3.2     Research Design 

To achieve the purpose of this study, the research design uses both 

qualitative and quantitative methods. This research investigated the 

students‟ increase in the grammar achievement in two classes and compare 

the two classes to know the difference. It was as quantitative research.  The 

researcher used one group pretest posttest design for each class.  Based on 

Hatch and Farhady (1982: 20), the design to know the increase in each 

group was described as follows: 

T1 X T2 

Where: 

T1: pretest 

T2: posttest  

X: treatment (using explicit/implicit instruction) 

Moreover, research design was based on Hatch and Farhady (1982:22) to 

know the difference as follows: 

G1 (random)         =   T1  X1 T2 

G2 (random)         = T1  X2 T2    
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Where: 

G1: experimental class 1 

G2: experimental class 2 

T1: pretest 

T2: posttest  

X1: treatment (using implicit instruction) 

X2:  treatment (using explicit instruction) 

 

The researcher applied true experimental design. This design allows 

researchers to compare the final posttest results between the two groups, 

giving an idea of the overall effectiveness of the treatment. The researcher 

can see how both groups changed from pretest to posttest, whether one, both 

or neither improved over time. The result of the posttest can be compared to 

see the difference.  

The qualitative research used interview to know students‟ constraint after 

being taugh through explicit and implicit instruction. This study utilized 

multiple methods in collecting data; such as, test/document analysis and 

interview. The researcher used triangulation in collecting the data. This 

research employed two types of instuments including test and interview.  

 

3.3     Population and Sample 

The study took place in SMP Negeri 6 Metro. The population of this 

research is the eight grade students. The researcher took two classes as the 

sample of the research randomly using lottery. In addition, one class was 
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assigned as try-out class. There are five classes of the eight grades and each 

class consists of 30 students. Experimental class 1 and experimental class 2 

are taught by the researcher. At least 3 meetings have been done.  

3.4    Data Collecting Technique 

Triangulation strategy in collecting the data which employs more than one 

data collecting technique was used. This research employed two types of 

instuments including test and interview. These instruments are selected to be 

utilized since multiple instruments are used to achieve the validity and 

truthworthness of the study. 

3.4.1  Test 

Two different sets of achievement tests were set for this study. The first 

one is the pretest and the second is the posttest. Try out test has also done 

to know the validity and reliability of test before pretest. The researcher 

used multiple choice test and making a simple paragraph test. According 

to Heaton (1988:34), this type of multiple choice item is favoured by 

many constructors of grammar tests in the incomplete statement type, 

with a choice of four or five options. For essay test, the grammatical 

errors such as, verbs or to be could be found from their writing. The tests 

are as follows: 

1.  Pretest 

The pretest was  administered to measure the students‟ basic 

grammar ability before they are given the treatments.  
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2.  Posttest  

The posttest is administered to the students after treatments. The 

aim is to know the result of students‟ mastery in grammar after 

applying implicit and explicit instruction. 

3.4.2 Interview 

The qualitative data regarding the students‟ perceptions of the explicit 

instruction programme, as compared with those of the implicit 

instruction programme, was conducted through an interview. It was 

interview guide approach. According to Fraenkel & Wallen (2003) as 

cited by Zohrabi (2013:256), in this form of interview, the topics and 

questions are specified but they can be reworded in any sequence 

based on the situation. One of the advantages of the interview guide 

approach is that the collected information “can later be compared and 

contrasted”. In this approach data collection is rather systematic and 

conversational.  

In this approach, the interviewer has an outline of topics or issues to 

be covered, but is free to vary the wording and order of the questions 

to some extent. The major advantage is that the data are somewhat 

more systematic and comprehensive than in the informal 

conversational interview, while the tone of the interview still remains 

fairly conversational and informal. To facilitate such an interview, a 

question sheet consisting of open-ended questions was set. So, the 

sudents can give opinion about the treatment. 
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3.5     Instrument Items 

The instrument items of this research are questionnaire, interview and the 

English grammar test or try out test. Try out test has aim to know the 

validity and reliability of the test. The pretest and posttest were compared to 

know the difference before and after treatment. Then the posttest between 

experimental class 1 and class 2 are also compared. The second data 

involves interviewing students after working on implicit and explicit 

instruction.  

3.5.1 Interview Items 

The items of the interview developed from the theory of perception, 

explicit instruction, implicit instruction, TBLT, and GTM. The theory 

of perception taken from Kara (2009) as cited by Abidin, 

Mohammadi, and Alzwari (2012:121) states that attitude concept can 

be viewed from these three dimensions i.e., behavioral, cognitive and 

affective. In this item, the researcher used behavioral (being 

active/passive), cognitive (being easy/difficult) and affective (being 

happy/unhappy, interested/uninterested) 

The  theory of explicit instruction is used from Ellis (2009: 17) who 

states that explicit instruction requires learners to develop 

metalinguistic knowledge of the rule by providing them with a 

grammatical description of the rule or assisting them to discover the 

rule for themselves from the data provided. The rules were presented 

before practical examples of the rules were given. So that this method 
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is suitable with grammar translation  method that has the same 

concept.   

On ther other hand, the researher also adapted of Ellis (2009:16) who 

states that learners internalize the underlying rule/ pattern without 

their attention being explicitly focused on it. Thus this theory is 

integrated with task based language teaching  since TBLT is in the 

field of second language acquisition and it is in lined with implicit 

teaching The questions has been tried out to the students and also 

simplified. The questions are in the appendix. 

3.5.2 Try Out Test Items 

Before doing the grammar test, try out test  has been done to make 

sure the test have a good validity, reliability, level of difficulty and 

discrimination power. The items of try out test are shown in the 

appendix. 

The test should include these criteria: 

1. Validity 

The research instrument had to be valid.  According to Hatch and 

Farhady (1982:250), validity refers to the extent to which the 

results of the procedure serve the uses for which they were 

intended. In other words, validity is the extent to which an 

instrument really measures the objective to be measured. A test can 

be considered to be valid if it can precisely measure the quality of 
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the test. There are four types of validity: (1) face validity, (2) 

content validity, (3) construct validity, and (4) criterion-related 

validity. To measure whether the test has a good validity, the 

researcher used face, content and construct validity since the other 

two are considered to be less needed. 

a. Face Validity 

Based on Hyland (2010) as cited by Vik (2013:17), face validity 

implies that assessments seem credible if both teachers and 

students believe the task measures what it claims to measure, 

and the assessments have to be authentic, relevant to real life 

writing experiences. Therefore, the researcher discusses face 

validity of the grammar test or interview by asking students or 

teacher whether the exam was appropriate and also by asking 

advisor suggestion. 

Before the researcher tried out the simple past tense test, the 

researcher discussed with the teacher about the looking of the 

test whether it was aprropriate or not for testing grammar. It was 

in the form of making a paragraph test such as, letter and diary 

and mutliple choice test.  In addition, the researcher tried the 

paralel test to the students. The researcher‟s advisor also gave 

some changes about the instruction of the test. For the interview, 

it was adapted from Kara‟s theory as has been discussed before.  

It has been tried out to the students and simplified the questions 
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to look easier to be understood. The advisor also suggested to 

change and try out the questions of the interview to look simple.      

b. Content validity 

According to Hatch and Farhady (1982: 251), content validity is 

the extent to which the test measures a representative sample of 

the subject matter content.  Furthermore, a good test is a test 

which is appropriate to the material that has been taught and the 

material which is developed from the educational goal. The test 

instrument was designed to measure grammar mastery in line 

with: (1) educational goal stated on syllabus for second grade of 

junior high school students and (2) represent the materials taught 

in the class. The instrument must show that it fairly and 

comprehensively covers the domain/topic or items that assess to 

cover. The simple past tense mastery test in the form of recount 

text is in line with the current syllabus and based on material 

taught in the class. The test was developed in reference to the 

standard competency and basic competency of KTSP. In 

curriculum KTSP, standard competent number 6 is expressing 

meaning in functional written text and simple essay in the form 

of  descriptive and recount to interact with their surroundings. 

Thus, it involved writing skill and also grammar (simple past 

tense/recount). Moreover,  the steps that were being used in 

making table of specification in the grammar tes were deciding 
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the language sub-skills (example: past tense, perfect tense, etc.) 

and deciding the text types/materials/situation (example: 

isolated sentence or isolated dialogue). The following was the 

table specification of try out test. 

Table 13. Specification of Try Out Test 
Question 

number 

Laguage Sub-skills Text Type/Material 

1. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

2. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

3. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

4. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

5. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

6. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

7. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

8. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

9. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

10. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

11. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

12. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

13. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

14. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

15. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

16. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

17. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

18. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

19. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

20. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

21. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

22. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

23. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

24. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

25. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

26. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

27. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

28. Simple Past Tense Isolated Text (Recount) 

The interview mainly  elicits students‟ response of explicit and 

implicit instruction programme and to triangulate with data of 

grammar test. To facilitate such an interview, a question sheet 

consists of open-ended questions relating response of the 

teaching. 
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c. Construct validity 

Heaton (1988:161) points out, construct validity concerns with 

whether the test is capable of measuring certain specific 

characteristics in accordance with a theory of language 

behaviour and learning. This type of validity assumes the 

existence of certain learning theoriesor or constructs underlying 

the cquisition of abilities and skills. This validity can be seen 

from evaluating all items of test that all items measure the 

ability in the simple past tense. In addition, construct validity 

also measures the behavior or psychological and certain 

characters of the students. It can be gained from the interview 

items that tries to reveal students‟ constraint in the teaching 

programme of explicit and implicit instruction. 

2. Reliability 

Hatch and Farhady (1982: 244) defines that reliability refers to the 

extent to which a test produces consistent result when administered 

under similar condition. In addition, Hatch and Farhady (1982: 246) 

also state that, there are three basic methods of estimating reliability: 

(1) test-retest, (2) parallel test, and (3) internal consistency methods. 

The first, test-retest is administered in order to determine the stability 

of the test results. Reliability is obtained by administering a form test 

to the same students twice and computing the correlation between 
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the two administrations. The second, parallel test is administered in 

order to determine the correlation between two alternate or parallel 

forms of tests, and called as a coefficient of equivalence. The tests 

has equivalent in length, difficulty, time limits, format and all other 

such aspects. The third, internal consistency method is administered 

in order to estimate reliability from a single administration of a 

single test. There are three basic methods for calculating reliability 

from an examination of internal consistency of the test: split-half 

method, Kuder-Richardson Formula 20, and Kuder-Richardson 

Formula 21 (Hatch and Farhady, 1982: 246). 

Split-half method was used by the researcher to estimate the 

reliability of the test since this formula is simple to use. Besides that 

it avoids troublesome correlations and in addition to the number of 

item in the test, it involves only the test, mean and standard 

deviation, both of which are normally calculated (Heaton, 1988: 

164).  To use the split-half method, the researcher classified the test 

items into two similar parts, i.e. odd and even numbered. By splitting 

the test into two equal parts, it is made as if the whole tests had been 

taken twice. The correlation between those two parts encountered the 

reliability of half test by using Pearson Product Moment (Henning, 

1987:60). After researcher obtains the reliability of half test, the 

researcher then used Spearmen Brown‟s Prophecy Formula (Hatch 

and Farhady, 1982:246) to determine the reliability of the whole test.  

To measure the correlation coefficient of the reliability between odd 
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and even numbers (reliability of half test), the researcher used 

Pearson Product Moment (Henning, 1987:60) in the following 

formula: 
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Where: 

rxy        :  the correlation coefficient of reliability between odd and even 

N        : the number of students who take part in the test 

x         : the total numbers of odd number items 

y         : the total numbers of even number items  

x
2 

       : the square of x 

y
2   

      : the square of y 

∑x      : the total score of odd number items 

∑y      : the total score of even number items 

After getting the reliability of half test, the researcher then used 

Spearman Brown‟s Prophecy formula (Hatch and Farhady, 1982:247) to 

determine the reliability of the whole test as follows: 

              xy

xy

k
r

r
r
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2
 

 Where: 

rk  : the reliability of the whole test 

rxy         : the reliability of half test 
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 The criteria of reliability are: 

0.90 – 1.00  : High 

0.50 – 0.89  : moderate 

0.0 – 0.49  : Low 

For the interview, the researchers did techniques taken from Alshenqeeti 

(2014:44) that would help maintaining the validity and reliability of 

interviewing. These can be: avoiding asking leading questions, taking 

notes not just depending on tape recorders, conducting a pilot interview; 

and giving the interviewee a chance to sum up and clarify the points they 

have made. 

3. Level of difficulty 

In order to see the level of difficulty, the researcher used the following 

formula from Heaton  (1988:178-179) : 

       N

R
FV   

Where: 

FV : facility value or index of difficulty 

R : the number of students who answer correctly 

N : the total number of students following the test 

The criteria are: 

<0.30 = difficult 

0.30 – 0.70 = average 

>0.70 = easy   
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4. Discrimination Power 

The discrimination power is used to discriminate between weak and 

strong examinees in the ability being tested. The students of try out class 

were divided into two groups, upper and lower students. The upper 

students meant the students who answer the questions correctly are more 

than the lower students who answer the questions correctly (upper 

students‟ score > lower students‟ score). The researcher used the formula 

from Heaton (1988:180-181). 

To determine the discrimination power, the researcher used the following 

formula: 

            

n

CorrectLCorrectU
D




 

Where: 

D  : discrimination index 

U  : upper half or the proportion of the upper group who answer 

correctly 

L     : lower half or the proportion of the lower group who answer 

correctly 

n      : number of candidates in one group or ½ N 

The criteria: 

a. If the value is positive, it means that more high level students get 

correct answer than low students do. 
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b. If the value is negative, it means that more low level students get 

correct answer than the high level students do (it can be said that the 

test item is bad item, should be omitted). 

c. If the value is zero, it means that there is no discrimination. 

d. In general, the higher discrimination index is going to be the better. In 

classroom situation most items should be higher than 0.20 indexes.                                                                                                         

3.6.    Research Procedures 

The procedures in administering the research are as follow: 

1.   Determining the sample of the research 

The samples were chosen by simple random probability sampling, using 

lottery since the students‟ ability is parallel and all students have the 

same chance. The researcher took two classes of the second grade 

students of SMPN 6 Metro. One class was also taken for try out test.   

2.   Determining the research instrument 

The instrument of this research is grammar test. The test was used for 

pretest and posttest. The interview is also used after conducting posttest. 

3.   Administering the try-out test 

It is conducted to measure the reliability of pretest and posttest and to 

make sure whether the test is good or bad for students. The test tried out 

to the students whose level is equal to the sample of the research. It is 

administered to find out the quality of the test before it is used, whether 
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the items are good or not in validity, reliability, level of difficulty, and 

the discrimination power.  

4.   Administering the pretest 

This test has aim to know the students‟ basic grammar ability before they 

are given the treatments. It consists of 20 items of grammar test, and an 

essay test to make a short paragraph. It has been conducted within 80 

minutes. 

5.  Conducting treatments 

The researcher taught the students about the simple past tense in 

constructing recount text using explicit and implicit instruction for the 

experimental class 1 and experimental class 2.  

6.  Administering the posttest 

The researcher conducted the posttest to measure the students‟ ability 

after giving treatment. The number of items are same with pretest but 

with different items. It also took 80 minutes.  

7. Administering the interview 

The researcher has been conducted the interview with students after 

posttest to know their constraints after giving explicit and implicit 

instruction. The researcher ensured that the subjects understand the 

questions and  record what the subjects said in response to the questions. 

There was no attempt to shape responses in the desired direction. The 
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researcher compiled the full interview after it had taken place. The 

researcher then conducted an interpretive analysis of the oral interviews 

and identified common patterns. Interviews were also presented in order 

to support the finding. 

8.  Analyzing the data  

In this step, the pretest and posttest results in experimental class 1and 

class 2 were analyzed by using paired samples T-Test to know the 

increase in both classes and independent group T-Test to compare the 

data of the two means scores. Interpretative or descriptive analysis has 

been carried out for  interview data.  

3.7.   Data Analysis 

Analyzing data was carried to determine whether the students‟ past tense 

achievement increase or not. It was also to see the difference of students‟ 

mastery in the simple past tense for students after being taught through 

explicit and implicit instruction. The data of the research was examined by 

using paired samples T-Test and independent-group T-Test. Two means of 

pretest and posttest scores in each classes were analyzed using paired 

sample t-test to know the significant increase. Two means of posttest scores 

of both classes were compared using independent group t-test to know the 

significant difference. The data was statistically computed through the 

Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS). The interview data were 

transcribed. Then the  researcher made grouping based on the students‟ 

answer. Finally, the researcher described and interpreted the data. 
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3.8. Data Treatment 

The researcher used the following procedures to treat the data treatment: 

1. Random test 

Random test or run test is used to make sure whether the data is random or 

not. The researcher used SPSS to analyze the data. The hypotheses for the 

random test are as follows: 

H0 : the data is not random 

H1  : the data is random 

In this research, the criteria for the hypotheses are H1 is accepted if p > α, 

and the researcher used level of significance 0.05. 

2. Normality test 

Normality test is used to measure whether the data in experimental group 1 

and experimental group 2 are normally distributed or not. The students‟ 

scores of pretests and posttests both group were analyzed to gain the 

normality test. The hypotheses for the normality test are as follow: 

H0         : the data is not distributed normally 

H1     : the data is distributed normally 

In this research, H1 is accepted if p > α, and the researcher wll use level of 

significance 0.05. 
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3. Homogeneity Test 

As stated by Hatch and Farhady (1982: 60-61), the homogeneity of the 

item test is measured by dividing the larger variance with the smaller 

variance, while variance is the sum of the squared deviation scores 

divided by N – 1. The statistical formula of F-test was used to test 

whether the data of the posttest from the experimental class 1 and from 

the experimental class 2 have homogenous variance or not. 

The formulation as follows: 

2

2

2

1

S

S
F   in which S

2 
= 

 

1

2

2






N

N

X
X

  
or S = 

 

1

2

2






N

N

X
X

 

Note: 

N = the amount of the students 

X = the students‟ score 

x = X  - 
2X  

X  = the average score 

S
2
 = variance 

S = standard deviation 

F = the homogeneity of the item test 

S1
2
 = the larger variance 
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S2
2
 = the smaller variance  

The criteria are: 

H0 : F-test   F-table 

(The variance of the data is homogenous) 

H1 : F-test  F-table 

(The variance of the data is not homogenous).  

 

3.9. Hypothesis Testing 

This test is used to test whether the hypothesis proposed by the researcher 

accepted or not. The hypothesis were analyzed by using Paired sample T-

Test in order to know the increase in both classes for the first and second 

hyphotesis. The first hypotheses were as follows: 

H0 : There is no a significant increase of the students‟ mastery in the simple 

past tense after being taught through explicit instruction.  

(p > α)  

H1 : There is a significant increase of the students‟ mastery in the simple 

past tense after being taught through explicit instruction.  

(p < α). 
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The second hypotheses were as follows: 

H0 : There is no a significant increase of the students‟ mastery in the simple 

past tense after being taught through implicit instruction.           

(p > α)  

H1 : There is a significant increase of the students‟ mastery in the simple 

past tense after being taught through implicit instruction.  

 (p < α). 

The researcher also used SPSS using using independent group t-test to know 

the difference between the two classes for the third hypothesis. The last 

hypotheses were as follows: 

H0 : There is no statistically significant difference between the effect of 

explicit instruction and implicit instruction on the students‟ mastery in the 

simple past tense..  

(p > α)  

H1 : There is a statistically significant difference between the effect of 

explicit instruction and implicit instruction on the students‟ mastery in the 

simple past tense.  

 (p < α) 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

5.1. Conclusions 

The students‟ mastery of the simple past tense in experimental class 1 and 

experimental class 2 increased. In the experimental class 1, the p-value was 

0.00. It was lower than 0.05 (0.00 < 0.05). So that, H0 was rejected and H1 

was accepted. It could be concluded that there was a significance increase in 

the students‟ mastery of the simple past tense after being taught through 

explicit instruction. In the experimental class 2, p-value was 0.00 as can be 

seen in Table 19. It was lower than 0.05 (0.00 < 0.05). So that, H0 was 

rejected and H1 was accepted. It could be concluded that there was a 

significant increase in the mastery of the simple past tense after being taught 

through implicit instruction.  

 

There was a statistically significant difference between the effect of explicit 

instruction and implicit instruction on the students‟ mastery in the simple past 

tense at the second grade of SMP Negeri 6 Metro. The mean difference is 

7.19, meaning that the experimental class 1 gained 7.19 score, higher than 

experimental class 2 in posttest. Besides that, p-value was 0.006. It showed 

that p < α (0.006 < 0.05). So that, H0 was rejected and H1 was accepted. 
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Explicit instruction is more effective than implicit instruction. The mean or 

average score of posttest in experimental class 1 is higher than experimental 

class 2 (75.00> 67.80). It indicated that the increase in experimental class 1 is 

higher than in experimental class 2.  The p-value was 0.006. It showed that p 

< α (0.006 < 0.05). it meant there was a significant difference. As the 

previous research, this research convinced that explicit instruction gave 

higher score in the grammar test. On the opposite, implicit instruction gave 

lower score in the grammar test or in term of accuracy. 

 

The students still had constraints on both instructions. The constraints 

revealed from the students‟ negative opinion, such as being unhappy, 

difficult, passive, and uninterested (affective factors) toward the teaching. 

The students had bad opinion because they still found many difficulties or 

problems in doing the exercises or tasks. The constraints revealed such as, 

being difficult to understand the questions or material, not knowing the 

meaning of the language, changing the present to the past form, etc. 

 

The students‟ opinion influence the teaching and learning process. The 

students had more positive opinion in explicit instruction than in implicit 

instruction as can be seen in the figures of chapter 4. It influences students‟ 

activity in the class. The students were more active in the explicit instruction.  

In the implicit instruction, the students were tired in doing discussion in pairs 

and group.  
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5.2. Suggestions 

For further research, speaking test should be included to know the 

effectiveness of explicit and implicit instruction in terms of fluency. 

 

Explicit grammar instruction is needed in teaching English since this research 

found that explicit instruction is more effective than implicit instruction in 

order to produce a well-stuctured form of text. 

 

Implicit instruction can also be used as the model of teaching for junior high 

school regarding the curriculum that demanding implicit teaching of grammar 

since the students‟ score improved after the treatment.  

 

The teacher should consider the constraints in teaching and learning the 

simple past tense so that the success of the teaching grammar can be 

achieved.  
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